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C. C. BURRILL &

SON,

NEW ADVKKTIHKWENT8 THIS WEEK.

general INSURANCE AGENTS,
Burrill Bank

Bldo.,
WB

Most

ELLSWORTH, ME.
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Reliable Home and
Lowest Rates

MONEY TO LOAN

TUB
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to

•urns

anlt

real

Improved

on
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and
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For other local
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this summer with some clothiers to advertise to sell

sacrifice, or almost give them away. I
goods, or selling them below cost, but I
class, upto-date
a

am

not

goods at
giving away

will sell you

first-

CLOTHING and
FURNISHING GOODS
margin over cost. Tx>ok over goods advertised at a
sacrifice; then inspect my goods. I think it will pay you. I
give full value the year 'round.
at a small

1
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W. CUSHMAN &

A.

|
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pages 4,5 and S.

K.

day.

Miss Inez L. Kingman is employed as
at the Tarratine house,Hancock Point.
Miss Ella Jordan has gone to Sandy
Point to spend two weeks with the Castine alumni.
Miss Gertrude Roosevelt, the actress,
srrived Tuesday, and is with the Ollbertes at the Hancock bouse.
Mr. and Mrs R. E. Mason, with Edward Jordan as skipper, left yesterday for
a short cruise in the “Thetis”.

|
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—
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unity,

r>.

ui

naugur,

at the Baptist
and evening to

prennieu

church Sunday morning
large congregations.
E. E. Parker, of Lewiston, spent Sunday
in Ellsworth.
He was in tala familiar
place in the Unitarian church choir.
Arthur Hastings, of Boston, in spending
hi* vacation with his parent*, Mr. and
Mr*. Alfred M. Hastings, in Ellsworth.

The democrats of Ellsworth will hold

nPOP
l/IVV/r

A
l\

Kl

Q. H. GRANT COHPANY,

SPECIAL RATES

on

ls^tmmA,

PHOTOS

at Hancock

caucus

in ,lu‘ ,,ucket
y°" consider
the small premium you have to
pay on a good-sized insurance tmliry, and see the benefit you receive in
Then, ton, tin- feeling of security that good insurance brings
case of lire.
i.et us relieve you of all lire risks; we'll make
is worth a great deal,
the expense light.

V
|T’C
vlilL.1
I* ^ 0\l

7 30 to nominate

tending

Caro Rhodes, of Rockland, who
the gueat of Miss Catherine
Simonton the past two weeks, has reMi*s

haa been

turned h

me.

Mias Mabel

he.

^

Rev. and Mr*. A. J. Lord, of Hartford,
arc* in Ellsworth
for a few weeks.
They are at the home of 11. B. Phillips,
Mr*. Lord’s father.

NO I KS.

p. in. Sunday school at 3 15 p. in.
service at 7 P »n.
Tuesday, 7.30 p. m., V. P. S. <\ E.

Social

Dollardiovvn
Sunday
morning at 10 30 o’clock, by Rev. George

Salley, of the Free Baptist church.
Rev. J. P. Simonton, of the Methodist
church, will preach mi Trenton Sunday
at 2 30 p. m.

We GUARANTEE

keep

the llies

Missionaries from Portland Killed.
Misses Annie I. Gould and
Mary S.
of Portland, are among the missionaries
massacred
at
Pao
reported
Ting Fti.

away from cattle.

Morrill,

_

STHATrON & WESCOTT,
Ellsworth.

n Main St..

n

11

^

“My baby Mas terribly sick with the
diarrhoea,” says J. H. Doak, of Williams,
Oregon. “We were unable to cure him
w

ith the doctor’s assistance, and

as a

last

resort we triced Chamberlain’s Colic, Choland l>iarrho*a Remedy. 1 am happy
to say it gave immediate relief and a
complete cure.” For sale by Geo. A.
Parch hr, Ellsworth, and W. 1. Partridge, Bluehill, druggists.
era
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Fruit.
^

s
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Cantaloupes,

s;

X

Watermelons,

$

x

Bartlett Pears--

g

Juicy California kind.

Q

the

I

Plums-in great

g

variety—California. 8

J. A. CL'N'NIXGHAM.

8
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Every
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Box

♦

Warranted.

♦

Call

MOORE

a
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see

Ice Cream
In the

city. Then try

1 am pre|iared to furnish Cream for
Parties, etc., at Reasonable Itates.

Dances,

and SUPPLIES of all kinds.
Mall orders

promptly

J. A. THOMPSON.

tilled.

weeks.

Woodward and

Harry

E.

Rowe

accompanied Capt

W. P. Woodward
N
Y., in schooner

h

The Free Baptist and Dollardtown Sunday schools w ill have a picnic to-ni<>rrow,
going by tean»s to Blunt’s pond. Teams
will leave t he etiurch at 7 30
H. M. Dorgan and wife will occupy their
cottage af Pl-aaant Beach for two week*.
I'h*' coltago ha* been occupied the past
week by Joseph Higgins and wife.

Fannie Birllett and Mrs. Etta Jordan, of this citv, spent last week with
Mr*. James Young on the North Bend
r.ind, and report a delightful time.
Mr*.

The >ac*ht
“Lore et”
arrived
home
from a \v It’-* cro se Saturday night. The
run from Boothhsy Harbor to Ellsworth,
someth ng over HO miles, was made in
twelve hours.
Mr*.

J. F. Davis and

Mis*

Sylvia Davis

for
Ellsworth
tie
month
of
T •ey are w’I h Mis* Ttiomas, on
Angus*
Bridge hill. \ host of friends are g!ad
to greet them again.
are

to

E. L. Curti* is preparing to move
to Massachusetts about the
middle of
Mr*.

month.
Mr. Curtis is
the Charlestown navy yard.
Curtis will live in Malden.
next

employed

in
Mr. and Mrs.

M. A. Clark has had her greenhouses moved from the Dutton place to
near tier home on Park street, where they
are being put iu
position. The houses
were moved by Carltou McUowu.
Miss

Mrs. Charles S. Bragdon, with her infant son Charles, arrived last Wednesday
for a visit with ber parents, Mr. and Mrs.
K. F. Robinson. Her tittle daughter Margaret has been here several weeks.
1). J. Chamberlain and wife, of Elgin,

III.,

in Ellsworth, stopping at the
American house.
An old home “week”
doesn’t satisfy these former Ellsworth
and so they propftse to stay at
least a month.
are

REMEMBER THE PLACE,

LELAND’S,
23 MAIN

STREET,

Rev. F. T. Hazelwood, of Boston, secretary of the Baptist home missionary
society, will preach at the Baptist church
next Sunday morning.
Mr. Hazelwood
was pastor of
the Ellsworth church a
number of years ago.

The Standard Oil Co. is to establish an
in Ellsworth.
A tank holding
some 12,000 gallons will be erected at the
freight yard where it may he filled from
the tanks on the cars.
A delivery wagon
will be run in the city.
The Morrisou comedy company, supporting Allie Gerald and Eugene Powers,
will fill a week’s engagement at Hancock
hall next week. There will be a change
of play each night. This company played
here last year very acceptably.

io-day.

Our Cream.
You will be satis!lied
that It Is hard to beat.

PANORAfl KODAKS-^

A. K.
have

some

W. E. Whiting in his yacht “Annie
Lee” left Saturday for a cruise to Penobicot. On board were Mrs. S. K. Whiting,
Miss Ray Whiting, Miss Ethel Knowlton,
if Ellsworth, and Willie Rose, of North
Oighton, Mass. They are expected home

Parlors

GREENHOUSE.

ill remain

agency

The Finest

ELLSWORTH

iu

people,

DRUGGISTS

for all occasions can l>c
ha* I at the

w

EPISCOPAL.

OUT-OF-TOWN HER VICE*.

Preaching

for
C. E.

been

trip to Rondout,
“Henrietta A. Whitney”.

Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
at 7 30, prayer meeting.
Suuday, Aug. 5 Morning service at
10 30.
Sermon by the pastor.
Sunday
school at 11 45.
Junior league at 3 p. in.
Epworth league at 7 p. in.
Tuesday evening at 7.30, class meeting.

8c. to 75c.

has

Mr*. F. A. Coomb* and little son Whitof Orange. N. J
Hre
with
her
parents, J. K. Parson* and wife. They

nr,

Friday evening

Fixtures,

o

ney,

Rev. George //. Salley, pastor.
7 30 p. in., prayer meeting.
Hunda>, Aug. 5—Sermon by pastor at 2

MKTHOD1HT

wt

weeks the
ue**t of Mrs.
Alexander, ha* returned to her home
Charlestown, Ma-**.

Friday,

Grindstones and

Trlbou,

several

FREE BAPTIHT.

Mowing Machine Oil,

it to

home

from
Hartford, Vermont,
where she haa spent the paat two months
with the Lord*.

the Summer School, at

CHLTUII

Cow Comfort Oil.

Monaghan arrived

yesterday

to

JOY'S STUDIO.

Haying Tools,

Oilers,

hail th:s evening at
candidate for repre-

sentative.

Miss Fanme

I

a

Vt.,

TEACHERS
v

a

ELLSWORTH.

Old Hunneman engine left for Bangor
yesterday, to be tuned up for the Old
Home Week muster. M. J. Drummey,
be
Irst
)ii a

poet-grocer, says she is going to take
prize. It is hinted that he is at work
poem for the occasion.

Culhane, Chace and Weston’s ministrels
vill make their second annual
u

Ellsworth

on

appearance

Tuesday evening, Aug.

ence.

The

stenographer

OWEN BYRN.

tt. Last Mason this troupe made a vary
favorable Impression, and doubtless It
will be greeted this year by a large audi-

Methodist

and

Baptist Snndsy

schools will unite again this year for
their annus! excursion, always one uf the
most popular. The schools will go by
schooner and tug to Bartlett’s Island next
Wednesday. Lynch’s band, of Ellsworth
Falla, will furnish music.

Davis, of Holyoke, baa been
!n town fora few dsya.
I. L. Halman, of Lewi* Friend <& Co., is
In New York on business.
Miss Harriet Baker, of Boston, la a
guest at the Methodist parsonage.
Able Friend, of Caribou, made his many
friends here a flying vlalt this week.
The Congregational
and Unitarian
churches will be closed during August.
There will be a regular meeting of tha
Woman's relief corps to-morrow evening.
Monaghan's band gave a concert In
front of the American house last evening.
The Woman's relief corps of Ellsworth
went on a picnic to “The Ovens” yester-

George

IT’S VERY FASHIONABLE

neics see

No. 31

There was an Ice-cream sociable at the
Free Baptist church last Thursday evening, given by t he C. E. society. Ice-cream
and cake were served.
Recitations and
music added to the evening's entertainment. There was a good attendance.

G F Newman—Girl wanted.
Geo H Grant—Insurance and real estate.
Lewis Friend A Co—Clothing.
Hancock hall—.Morrison Comedy Co.
Wlggln A Moore—Apothecaries.
Charles II Iceland—Fruit and confectionery.
\V It Parker Clothing Co—Clothing.
A W Cushman A Sion—Furniture.
.1 A Cunningham—Confectioner.
.1 A Thompson—Wall paper.
Bangok:

Tyler, Fogg it Co—Municipal bonds.
Lawkkucb, Mass:
Lawrence Knitting Co—Lady agent wanted.

Compatible with Safety.

|”T.^SS'SS‘5^ri

■

Gorton’s minstrels, who

are

to

appear

Friday evening at Hancock ball,
prom las an evening of enjoyment even
surpassing what they bays presented on
previous visits to Ellsworth. The band
ooncert In the afternoon la a unique
feature. It will be given at 4 30.
Rev. H. E. Lombard, of Cberryfleld, exchanged pulpits last Sunday with Rev. J.
M. Adams, of the Congregational church.
A feature of the service was the singing
during the offertory of Mascberonl's
“For all Eternity”, by Hallett Gilberts,
with organ and violin accompaniments.
Street Commissioner Hurley has repaired breaks In the Main street drain at
next

the corner of Franklin street, which were
made by giant flracrackera thrown In the
drain on the Fourth by boys old enough
to know better. The young men or their
parents will be requested to foot the bills.
Next Tuesday Monaghan’s band exwill take place. The band and its
friends will go by schooner and tug to
East Bluablll, where arrangements have
been made for a good time. There will be
a
ball game between an East Hluebill
rlne and the Knights of King Arthur, of
Ellsworth.
cursion

No other aid so great to the housewife,
no other
agent so useful and certain in
making delicious, pure and wholesome
foods, has ever been devised.

Hancock county fair association
decided upon Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday, Oct. 2, 3 and 4, as the dates
for its annual fair at Wyman park. This
la later than usual which will give an advantage in securing attractions, most of
which are engaged for the larger fairs
earlier in the fall.
The

has

at

George B. Wyman,
Red«tone, N. H.,

who
as

was

burned out

reported

in The

Amebican last week, writes that his
books, and a portion of stock were saved,
and that be thinks insurance will nearly
cover hit loss.
He wilt continue in business there,
being already installed in

temporary quarters.
Robert Linn, of Hartiand, and T. R
Lancey, of Pittsfield, stopped in Ellsworth a short time this morning on their
way to Calais. Mr.
big woolen men of
Els worth he said if
large Interests in
locate in Ellsworth.

There

are imitation baking powders, sold cheap, by
many grocers. They are made from alum, a poisonous drug, which renders the food injurious to health.

Linn is one of the
Hartiand. While in
he did not hold such
he would

Hartiand

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

The many friends of E. W. Lord, of
city, who was superintendent of
Ellsworth’s schools in 1895-96, will be in-

FOR

this

terested and
been elected

pleased

to

learn that he has
superintendent of schools of
Bellows Falls, Vermont. Mr. Lord was
chosen out of more than fifty applicants
for the position.
Mr. Lord, it will be remembered, was graduated from Boston
university last June with highest honors.

CO., 100 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK.

REPRESENTATIVE.

Ellsworth

Republicans

F.

Carroll llurrill.
of Ellsworth
hold a
large and enthusiastic caucus last evenii g
and nominated F. Carroll Burrill for re-

republicans

The

presentative

to

the

legislature.

devolved upon
it.”
Mr. King-was interrupted frequently
enthusiastic applause, in closing he
I by
| nominated F. Carroll Burriil for representative, and moved that tb* nomlna; tion he made by acclamation.
T. F. Ma; honey seconded the nomination, and it
was made by ecclan ation.
ing the duties which have

Nominate

Charles

Among the many prize souvenirs in J
Hallett Gilherte’s home abounds is j H. Urummev was chairman of t ho caucus,
a
photograph presented to him by the | and John F. Knowlton secretary.
famous ar tist and critic, Mrne. ('appiani, I
The caucus was made a notable one by
on which is written: “To Hailett G Iberte,
the speech of A W. King iu norm ating
which

the futlire star in the firmament of Ainericomposers.” An At her is from Prof.
Hans von Hurrah, of Leipsic, the great
musical critic: “To Gilberte, the artist;
young in years, but old in talent.”

Mr. Burrill.
Until four years ago identified with the democratic party, and even
to
the
up
present campaign fondly called
by tne democrats—more in hope than in
belief —one of them, when Mr. King, on
the floor in a republican caucus, in eloquent words m find his position, the
scene was almost of dramatic interest.
Mr. King said it was tire first time he
had ever taken part in a republican caucus,
and if be remembered aright, he was
never present at a democratic caucus.
It
was known to the caucus that
his name
had been mentioned for the nomination,
but three days ago he expressed a desire
that there should be no contest, and withdrew in fuvor of the candidate, who would
have his hearty support. “That candidate” he said “is entitled to rtcognition
for the services be has rendered the party;
i am not entitled to that rec ignition, and
because t hat is so. 1 nave refu-ed to enter
a contest for the non ination.”
Mr King then stated his position on
issues, clearly and positively.
politic
He had cast his tir^t republican vote f««r
president for Janus G Maine in 1884,
not for party reasons, but because of admiration for the man.
He voted the
republican ticket again four years ago,
not for party reasons, but
because he
disapproved and was willing to denounce
the financial heresy which the democratic party dec ared rh one of its prin-

can

Charles Thurher, representing the Bar
Harbor agency for automobiles, wrh in
Lvlsworth Friday in a gasoline automobile.
It was the tirst “aulo” to visit
and
created
Ellsworth,
something
A few Ellsapproaching excitement.
worth men enjoyed a ride in it. it was
said the carriage made the trip from Bar
Harbor to Ellsworth, twenty-one miles,
in about an hour.
One Ellsworth man
w ho took a spin in it said it “auto”.
It was the intention when work was
commenced on Ellsworth’s sewer system
loa'-css owners of abutting property for
a p*r
of the expense. This was not done
a
tto-time. For some time the municipal officers have been investigating the
system <«f sewer assessment practiced in
otutr cities, mid h-«s at last decided upon
a pan which will be put
in operation
tide.
Sewer
looks will be
prepared,
with description of sewer and property
on
which assessments will be made.
Notice that this assessment has been
made will he sent to property owners,
who will he giv*m privilege of a hearing
at a dale to tie fixed by the aldermen.
In
view of the bone fits afforded by
the
sewer, it is no! expected that property
owners will object to the assessment.

ciples.

“It has been s»id
by my democratic
friends that I am still a democrat,” consummer
school closed
tinued Mr. King. “If for me to still disa
after
!
two
weeks’
Friday,
profitable
aer-sion.
At ttie close of Friday forenoon’s ! approve and denounce wl.at I believe to
silver fallacy,
several
session,
representative citi- tie th*} pernicious populistic
ttie democratic par y
zens of Ellsworth were present. Hupt.-of- 1 again Otdared by
as
one
of
tne
tenets
of
its
faith—a
He bools Dresser, acting as master of cere- |
fallacy
monies, called upon a number of the ! overwhelmingly denounced by the Amer
he noils four years hup.
lean neon'e ai
tr»*Mt U men present for remarks. .I.mn F.
\* hich will Hp'iin
be buried b' lua li
Knowitoii, Mayor A. W. Grt-ely. Dr. G. A. Mini
suffrages of our pe p;c—'s
Ptiillipn aud J. B. Redman, of Ellsworth, ; tlie intelligent
u democrat, be it ho.
be
to
and Barker Spofford, of Bucksport, made
“If for me to believe that the assert hm*
short, felicitous speeches. State Superin- !
tendent Stetson made the closing address, j of the democratic party that the predomHe corigratulaled the teachers attending inating purpose of the republican admin
the school for the interest shown in the intration in t tie management of our fo
work, and thanked the Ellsworth city elgu relations is imperialistic, a d its
government, the hoard of education, the chief motive to awaken and inflame a
a
spirit of militarism, is intentiona'ly
newspapers and people of the city for the
support given the sciiool and the recep- false, fraudulent and deceptive, is to be a
democrat, be it so.
tion accorded the teachers.
“If to feel and believe that populism
Rev. A. L. Hudson, of Buffalo, N. Y.,
and Bryanism should be destroyed, then
preached at the Unitarian church Sun- I am a democrat. The professions of the
He delivered a masterly democrats do not satisfy my
day morning.
judgment.
sermon on “Religion and
Democracy”, Mr. King went back to the beginning of
showing the relation between religion the Spanish war, and reviewed briefly
and a democratic form of government. the events which have led
up to the pres
He showed first that the (strength, the eut
foreign complications. When the
very life of a democracy, depended upon battleship “Maine” was destroyed in
the moral fibre of the people.
He then
Havana harbor, he believed the time to act
brought the line of argument down to had come. The administration had anthe kind of a religion best calculated to swered the demand of tHe American
peoproduce the citizenship upon which the ple, and he for one was ready now to
life of a democracy depends—a
stand behind the administration in meetwhich encourages the broadest individual
thought and action; not a religion originating under monarchy, and with the
tnonarchial idea incorporated in it, but
s • » • s •« s •
religion originating under a democracy,
ind founded ou the vital principles of
It
was a
lemocracy.
powerful sermon,
eloquently delivered.

The Ellsworth

last

j

COMING KVKNIS.

Thursday, Auu. 2, at. Manning hall—
recital by liallett Gilbtrte. Tickets,

33 cents.

Hancock hall—Gorton’s
3, at
25c, 35c, 50c. Tickets oil sale
Wiggin's.
Monday, Aug. 0, and continuing during
the week, at Hancock hall— Morrison
i '-5c.
Comedy Co. Tickets, 15,25
Tuesday, Aug. 7—Annual excursion
hand
to
East Bluehjll.
Monaghan’s
Tickets. 35 cents; children under ten years
Aug.

minstrels.

at

of age, 20centH.

Wednesday, Aug. 8 Annual excursion
of Methodist and Baptist Hondav schools
to Bartlett’s island. Tickets, 26 cents.
Thursday, Aug. 9—Picnic of Free BapDoilardtown Sunday schools, at
Blunt’s pond.
Wednesday, Aug. 15—Butler reunion at
Ksiugador spring, Eastbrook.
Wednesday, Aug. 15—Annual reunion
of 2tiwb Maine regiment at Bluehill.
Monday. Aug. 20—Excursion of Congregational .Sunday school of E Isworth Falls
Steamer
by steamer to S<*rgentvnie.
haves coal wharf at 7 15 h. to. Tickets^
aduits 50 cents; children, under twelve
tists and

years, 25 cents.

Tuesday, Aug. 21, at Hancock hall—Culhane, Chace & Wetsou’s minstrels.
Tuesday, Aug. 28—Clark family reunion
at Jacob Springer’s, West Franklin.
Aug. 28. 29, 30, 31—Eastern Maine State
fair at Bangor.
Sept 3, 1, 5, 6, 7—Maine State fair at
Lew inton.
St pt 11, 12. 13—Cherry tit Id fair.
Hept 18, 19, 20—Fair of Hancock county
sgricu'tur*tl society at p ueliiii.
Tutsdey, Wednesday, Thursdoy. Oct. 2,
3. I
\nnuttl fur of Hancock county fair
i*so
tioii at Wyman p*rt, Ellsworth.
The
of

hii

bookkeeper’s

lunch is but the

bite

miller.

A&Ucrtiscmciua.
'*

The Prudent Mar. Setteth
His House in Order.

Your human tenement should be given
more
careful attention than the
house you live in. Set it in order by
thoroughly renovating your whole system
through blood made pure by taking
Hood's Sarsaparilla.
Then every organ

even

will act

promptly and regularly.

religion

Jfmanctal.

“Through the months of June and July
>ur baby was teething and took a running
bowels and sickness of the
itomach,” says O. P. M. Holliday, of Demng, Ind. “His bowels would move fromive to eight times a day. I had a bottle
>f Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera and Diarhcea Remedy in the house, and gave him
our drops in a teaspoonful of water and
le got better at once.”
Sold by Geo. A.
Parches, Ellsworth, and W. I. Partridge, Bluehill, druggists.
>ff of
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PHYSICIANS’ SUPPLIES
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Ellswobth,

Maine.

For the Week Be*in«In* Alf.
(V—Com meat b> Hev. S. H. Doyle.
Tone.—The evil at taty.-Ukt xt, 25 32.
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**ACMT MADGE**.

EDITED BT

LIKE MANY OTHERS

“Helpful and Hopeful

IU Motto:

Clara

PARABLE

parable of tbe elder brother
la so overshadowed by that of the
prodigal son. with which it is connected, that it Is little studied. Yet in
meet Bible students the spirit of the
Tb©

elder brother is more often found than
that of the prodigal son. Many of us
may not be prodigals in the swnse of
Few of us can
the younger brother.
pay that we have nothing of the spirit
of the elder brother. The elder son. in
<•<>:
in from the ileld to
the paraM
hear merrymaking over the return of
his brother. When told w hat ft meant
by a servant, who seemed to know
more a’*mt the household affairs than
the son. he was angry and would not
His father, as loving and tender
go In.
w ith him as with the ottter. came out
and entreato<1 him, showing him that
his course was fitting, and that it did
no injustice to him.
Whether he w*as
Convinced or not we do not know. Let op
hope that we. as elder brothers, may
be.
>

THE l.YTERTRETATIOY.
K Doiu am-s the elder

nrotner repreThis has ever been a perplexing
question, to which virion* answers
have been given, ranging from the angels down to the opinion that be represents no particular class, but a spirit
that Characterizes men of all classes.
Hearing In mind that a piarable cannot be significant In all its details,
there Is no difficulty in seeing In the
eider brother the scribes and Pharisees, whom Jesus undoubtedly had In
mind. They certainly did possess the
spirit of the elder brother, and it was
this envious spirit in them that Christ
It Is difficult to
wanted to eomlemn.
explain how Christ could make God
say to them, "All that I have is thine.”
but this is only a secondary feature of
the parable and may be understood
conditionally, t'hrlst for the moment
may have been willing to grant their
claim that they were the true children
of God, that he might condemn In
them the spirit that took offense when
God was gentle and forgiving toward
others thau themselves.
The elder brother Is the personifica1. We can see In him
tion of envy.
the root of envy.
Envy has Its root
In a false self esteem. It was self conceit in the Pharisees that made them
complain when Jesus associated with
sinners.
It was egotism In the elder
brother that made him criticise the
merrymaking in honor of his brother's
return.
They looked upon these actions toward others as an affront toward themselves, and they did so because they
had a false estimate of
themselves.
Praise of another is not
condemnation of us.
Appreciation of
another is not a depreciation of us.
If we learn, in honor, to prefer another
to ourselves, envy will tie destroyed at
It* root.
2. We see the evil and injustice of envy. It was wrong and unjust for the elder son to condemn his
father.
The father was not robbing
him to feast his brother. Even if the
Pharisees bad been as faithful to God
as they professed to Is*. God meant no
offense to them in welcoming sinners
and in living willing to forgive them.
Envy Is always unjust—unjust to the
envious and unjust to the envied.
It
makes thousands of lives miserable
that should be happy.
Let us. in the
mind of Jesus, learn to think less of
ourselves and more of others, and we
will be less sensitive to our own merits
and less likely to have our lives made
miserable because of envy.

sent?

From school ami ball and rout she came.
The city’s fair, pale daughter.
To drink the wine of mountain air,
Beside the lUarcartyi U atcr.
Her step grew firmer on the hills
That watch our homestead over;
on cheek and lip, from summer fields
She caught the bloom of clover.
Beside her, from the ‘ummer heat
To share the gTateful screening.
With forehead bared, the farmer stood.
Upon hla pitchfork leaning.
Sbe looked up. glowing with the health
Tbe countrv a!r had brought her.
And laughing, said “You lack a wife,
Your mother lacks a .laughter.

**I think it is my duty to write a
letter to you in regard to what Lydia
E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound did
for me. I wrote you some time ago,
describing my symptoms and asking
your advice, which you eery kindly
gave. I ain now healthy and cannot

"To mend your frock and bake your bread.
You do not need a lady;
Be sure among these brown, old homes.

watting ready.”

to praise your remedy enough.
I would say to ail suffering women,
‘Take Mrs. Pink ham’s advice, for a woman best understands a woman’s sufferings. and Mrs. Pinkham, from her
vast experience in treating female ills,
can give you advice that you can get
from no other source.’ **—Ct.aba Koi-p.
Rock port. Ind.. April 13. 1$W.

begin

He bent hie black brows to a frown,
lie set his white teeth tightly,
*Tls well,*’ he said, “for one like you.
To choose for me to lightly.
*•

“No mood Is mine to seek a wife.
Or daughter for my mother,
Who loves you losea In that lore.
Ail power

love

to

another.

“I dare your pity or your scorn.
With pride your own exceeding,
1 fling ray heart Into your lap.
Without a word of pleading."
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“Except”

“1

have

not

studied

any”

days for “about” ten days.
“that” I know.
experiment for “make” hVi ex-

for

“First rate”

“suspect.”

as an

adverb.

“Right away” for “immediately.”
“Party” for “person.”
for “assure.”
“Posted” for “iuformed.”
“Depot” for “station.”
Try “and” for try “to” go.
“Promise”

“Funny”

for “odd”

or

“unusual.”

Does it look “good” enough for “well”
enough.

—

be

Feel

be

“badly”

for feel “bad.”

Feel “good” for feel “well.”
“Between” seven for “among" seven.
“Above” for “foregoing”; “more than”

about
hand

before “rive

on

the

IU. d. i. II.

Hill.

Summer and winter, its front to the north.
Unsheltered by trees from cloudless sky.
While the urchins played In sand or snow.
In track o' the wheels, i« teams went by.
The clumsy old blackboard, the rusty store.
The whittles! benches, with traps for flies.
And the books on the master’s inky desk—
I *e* them all when 1 *hut my eyes.
We Heed lu a world of our school days then
"I'm up at the head
1 spelled that way
So proud of our victories, we could face
The ogre of Composition Pay
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Smile, If U please

d fashioned way*,
you, at
Tl*c lesson- we've learned tiave served not HI,
e've a smile and a u ar for old-time days.
The dear old schoolhou**- upon the hill

W'hen ItMon* and life

May

Vault,

H«im from 14 to UO per una

word*.

W

tanking

Absolute

rapjed w ith ru’c on the *a*h,
the *U:na’ to call u- In.
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W*a* there ever a glen like our hemlock dell ?
Red l<erric* *rew by U*t!nkdng rill.
Or ever such tales of wonderful time*,
W hile hour* fi»-w by with delightful thrill?
W

bcxe« \a

rrnt

■mM ta ha Oas at tha Bast
la tha Coaatry.

from

O, wonderful glamour of childhood day*.
With all their Innocent make believe*;
Peopled bv falrle* and giant*-- a hare
Of magic carj»ct* and forty thieve*'

When the

prepared to

now

Fire and Burglar Proof Vaults.

••What 1# the be*t description, in a hundred
words or les*, of a liquor saloon, its object* and
result*
“A saloon la a place where Intoxicating drink*
are sold as a beverage
It* object l* to make

gold.

are

MW

An installment of ‘‘Round tbe World
with Josiab Allen's Wife" was read, as
*he hsd taken fa China on her way. The
president, Mrs. Inez Small, was present,
to the pleasure of all, as she had been
much missed during her stay at Hancock.
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To love, according to a french novelist, I tlie prv*j»aratl<»n of thl* volume, which cover* J
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following table of c..»
is to admire with the heart; to admire, tent**page- ho *cvnthe
the ground which the book
may
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is to love with the mind.

cover*
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Mrs. Casey and Mrs. Murphy met in a
street car and were discussing
family
affairs. “And bow many children have
“Folve.

I
II.
HI.
IV.
V.
VI.
I 'llVIII.

livin’,
Phiiadeipby.
Undertaker (to bystander at funeral)
—Are you one of the mourners?
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WHY PAY RENT?
when you can borrow on your
give a flr«t mortgage %v.
reduce U every mooth
Ronthlv
payment* and lctcrc-t together
will amount to but little n.
than you arr
now paying f.
rent, and is about 10 year- you
will
• hare*,

The book may le obtained of the author. I>r.
II. 'V. shall. At antic. Me., of »|. tv. JtRr
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in
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1* what your money will
In vetted In *harc# of the
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l uaertaker -What
deceased?
Bystander—

to apj»ear a» a w uness
tried in Westmorland,
before the

Two

I ntrt*d union A iM»r1gtne*~ Discovery.
I’ttrcha***-—**ett!en>eMt an*! Land Title*.
A r*ket«-h of the Life of t>d. dame* Swan.
|tb>graiddeal hkcicttea of Earlr N-iiicri.
<;.»«*. f*iand.
Tlie n#Mng InduMry.
Synop*l#of Muulripal Record*.
Ml*ct‘i!ai;«-ou*

sir.
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Kan
by the sheriff to answer
“What reason, madam,’

and when
“beyond.”
morning,"
for contempt.
Seldom “or” ever for seldom “if” ever
faintly showing in the west
said 1 he judge, severely, “nave
you for
and the evening stars were ail aglow, there or “seldom or never.”
not obeying the summons of the court?”
Taste and smell “of” when
could be heard the voices of the haymakers
used
“1 haiu’t got none, Mr. Judge,” she rein many fields, as they “teamed” their transitively.
BIM E REAEiIKGS.
we have
smallpox down at
More than you think “for” for “more plied, “Only
oxen here and there, gatherlarge,
strong
our house, an’ 1 thought
•Tob v, 2; 1's. xxxvii, 1-11; Prov.
you might be
1 tbau you think.”
ing
up the great bundles of hay.
kinder prejudiced sg’iu it.”
xsiv, 1-17, 18; xxvii, 4; Eeel. iv, 4;
Court was
“These” kind for “this” kind.
But despite all these labor-saving invenj “Nicely” in
>Iuth. xxvii, lo-lS; Ajts vii, 0. 10: 1
instantly adjourned, and tne judge,
tions made use of everywhere, there is a
to
an
response
inquiry.
sheriff and onlookers str
.Cor. xHt, 1-13; Jas. Til. 10; l Pet. il. 1-3.
rnpeded for the
burry and a rush and a lack of time which
“Healthy” for “wholesome.”
outside,
.Just
"as
soon”
for
as
Jief.”.
was not known then,
just
\% hal fs Christian Ll/rf
Ecicma, scald head, hive*, itchlnesa of the
Then, we used to go and spend the day j
It Is doing faithfully erery day what
It U always safe to learn, even from our * skin of any sort, instantly relieved, permathe Lord wants us to do. Some think with our grandmothers, Hunts, unt ies and
If they attend to the more Important cousins without waiting for a written enemies—seldom safe to venture to in- ! nently cured. Doan's ointment. At any drug
struct, even our friends —Colion.
store
Adrt.
duties the little duties can be neglected invitation. Then, w e w ould see coming to
and It doesn't matter when Sunday Is our house, about half past ten in the forepast if they deal unjustly, deviate froju noon. Aunt A, B or C, with one or more !
truth, lose their temper, sjieak the un- children—and if one of them was a wee
kind word and Join the world In pur- little baby, so much the better—and they
suit of pleasure.
Such are In error. were all welcome. And such visiting was
THE CRATE* MEETING.

Let the leader explain the parable,
and then have a voluntary discussion
of thtj Jojdq.

for

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

empire in the interests of
Quite a number of interesting facta were brought out, but the fate
Of the empire yet hangs undecided.

Risking our necks on the flying sled;
Or the court of kings to the l»eechy wood.
When the trees their wealth of nut* had shed'
We longed for old Slnbad's diamond* and
And all the treasure* that pirate* hide;
We knew the secret, the sesame spell.
And the magic door for u* flew wide.

Banking.

civilization.

slide.

the

,nJ

dismember tbe

And we climited Jack's Beanstalk every day,
Danced while the fairy godmother led.
What delicious fright when the grim wolf ate
The dear little maid with hood of red f
the dtzzlest

The Herald glee* name* of slate* basin,
temperance leglsUtion, and sums UD
follows:
Seven have prohibition
iiw,
twenty-four local option, one ( Msrvlsnd,
special legislation, two I Nebraska
Pennsylvania) high license. New yn,p
the Raines' law, South Carolina
state
The prohibition stale*
monopoly.
Maine. New Hampshire. Vermont low,
Kansas, North Dakota and South Dakota

customs, history, etc., and to discuss the
question whether or not the power* should

Uncurtained the windows, with maps between.
Of countries, peoples, vague and dim.
The C aliph of Bagdad we letter knew,
We had often walked the streets with him.

was

wn.iMHnl

part to the utmost.
The seen ion opened with the usual service, after which the topic of tbe day was
discussed, this being tbe Chinese question; each member having been requested
to look up what she could a* to manners,

Of course we grew oklcr, and, quite of course.
We rhjmed a verb to—the gentle dove.
Had U mood or tense * Ah, our *kle* were blue.
So was our Ink, as we played at—love'

rrK!

gorernJJ!?

Bobbins

par«*e.

Z?

*"/

The union here met with Mr*. Lucy
July 25, and as she now Uvea at
a distance from the centre it was decided
Kach member carried
to stop to tea.
something for the table, and after the
usual meeting, all enjoyed the informal

—

Like the gladiator* In brave old Rome,
Soldier* besieging a ’leagured town.
We stood In the ranks of the spelling school
Till the fatal word had knocked us down.

What

...”

SOUTH DKKK IRLK.

visit tb« school.

trustees cm me to

montj tor !u owxr. Its customer,
moaey. waste time. Injurs health, mue
•reck of character, and rata their
soul, tL
“too* traffic destroys domestic
happinem
break* ap families, brines sorrow, rsuw.
""f
»«*. tasOgaiee all klod. «,f
•acrlAces tlrtue, weakens the Inlellrri
throMs reesoa. deadens the moral
ead degrade* men below Urn level of the I
It disintegrates society, corrupts
profanes the .Sabbath, blaspheme,
drags down to perdition all connected with s
“Jolts u. Uanoasa.'*

edltpr 3

Ciphered our sums, or we felt the rule.
And spoke a piece In our starchiest clothes
When

doluinn.

[The editor Invite* *erretai1es of local anions
of the W. C. T. U. In Hancock county, and
white rib boner* generally, to contribute to this
column rf|H>rU of meeting* or Iteitt* that will be
of interest to worker* In other part* of the
county. We wouM like thl* to be a live column,
but it need* some effort on the part of W. C. T
C. women to make It «o. It 1# a column of their
making, not our*, and will lw what they make
it.
Item* and communications should be short,
and are, of course, subject to approval of the

an

well” for “she doesn’t skate well.”

But for all parties most interested—the

was

ill

periment.
Singular subjects with contracted plural
verba; for example: “ribe don’t skate

“How like some tented ramp
The distant field api*ar*.“

scythe

w

Not “as” 1 know for

written;

same

alone.

“Some” ten

and

pretty picture
haying-time
which he gave us in the poem from which
the stanzas at tbe head of our column are
quoted. Haying time is, to a great extent,
robljed of its poetic aspect now, and we
rarely see that farm of which it could be

the

with

for “at all.”

laborme,

as

“somewhat”;

mowing-

a

machinery of the bay-field bad l*een
known, 1 doubt if we would have had the

cause

he content

adverb, in expressions
such as “real good” for “really good.”
“Some” or **si»>” in an adverbial sense;
for example: “I have studied some” for

I could but compare “then” and “now.”
If in Whittier’s earlier days tbe modern

a

that

don’t

“suppose” or “think.”
“Fix” for “arrange” or “prepare.”
“Ride” and “drive” interchangeably.

the way, the whirr of

kept time to tbe ether
saving implements in use all about

which

But

“(iuess” for

musical calls of tbe

machine

what

“slips” try
expression.

consciously.

steady click of

of

accustomed to making these
to substitute
the
correct

your mind that you

tbe piazza the other warm
Sitting
summer day, above tbe chirping of insect

my

following list of “words,

why the preferred expression is
correct, and this of itself will so fix it in

on

sew

for the benefit of

prepared

I.carn

Dear M. H. Friendh:

over

has

phrases and expressions to be avoided.”
Set a watch on your lips, and if you arc

_—H”hitt*er.

birds, I beard,

women

Eastern college

famous

a

her students the

And so the farmer found a wife,
Bis mother found a daughter;
There looks no happier home than hers.
On plea-ant Bear* a nip IS ater.

various

language Slips.

Little

She looked up in his face of pain,
fk> archly, yet *<» tender;
"And If 1 lend you mine", she said,
“Will you forgive the lenderv“

life and tbe

and Tells what it did for Bor.

Dear Mrs. Phckham
I hare seen
so many letters from ladies who were
cored by Lydia E. Pinkham s remedies
that I thought 1 would ask your advice
u
trd to my condition,
e been
doctoring for
:>ur years and have
taken different patent medicines, but
received eery little
benefit.
I am
troubled with backache. in fact my
whole Liody aches,
stomach feels sore,
by spells get short
of breath and am
Men*
ry nerrons.
ruation is eery irgular with severe
raring down pains,
baekramps and
iche. I hope to hear
n
you at once.”—
vi.aka
Kopp, Rockp* rt,
Ind., Sept 27, 18*8.

communications, ami its *urm* depends largely on the sup|>ort given it in this respect. Com
munlratlon# must lie signed, but the name of
writer will not lie printed except by I'ermlsdon.
lommuniratlons willle- «u»-.i**ct to sppnival or
rejection bv the editor of the column, but none
Address
will tie rejects 1 without good reason.
all communications to
The Auntie**.
Ellsworth, Me.
Mutual Benefit Column.

someone

Kopp Wrote for Mr*. Plsktuunl Ad-

vice

The purpose# of tht# column Are succinctly
stated in the title and motto—It Is for the mu
tuai benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopefulBeing for the common good, it Is for the common use—a public servant, a
purveyor of information and suggestion, a medium for the In
terchange of ideas. In this capacity it solicits

Is

The School house

On a windy height of a country road
The school bo use stood. In tenth o' the blast;
Summer and winter U shivered and creaked.
In the wildest gale that hurtled past.

Ear
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particular* Inquire of
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Christian life Is serving God In every
dally act, and It Is our everyday life
that reveals exactly what kind of
Christians we are. To grow strong in
Christian character and experience we
should do everything heartily as unto
the Lord. The Master whom we serve
does not want lukewarm servants.
Snch will exert no Influence for Ills
cause.
“Up and doing” should be the
Christian motto, through Christ, who
Btrengthenoth ns. The Christian life Is
not only one of working and exemplifying, but of waiting and hoping and
looking for letter things and running
with patience the race that Is set before you.—II. L. JacHscm.
Prayer.
A prayer that does not benefit you !u
offering It will not be very helpful to
others. The reflexive effect of prayer
of an intercessory character more thau
compensates the party making it, aside
from the benefit that may accrue to
The plea is made that God
others.
does not need the services of any one
of us; but. while this In a qualified
sense Is true, there Is a sense in which
He not only desires, but demands,
them, and to refuse Is to dishonor Him
and disgrace ourselves.—Philadelphia
Methodist.
The Seed of

-...

«

Work Joyoorlf.

When we work Joyously, we win other workers to the same service.
As

always seeking employment
In the best workshops, because' of the?
praises of the workmen already there,1
men

are

so men. will be led Into
the,work of
God by seeing our Joy In It We mayi
witness for God by the way In which
warn. We work.-William T. Ellis.

I

or semi-annual, but every week
visit from some of the family relatives was expected. Nor w as the visiting
confined to family connections, but old
friends and schoolmates and neighbors of
former years managed to exchange visits

two

a

once or

twice

a

year.

It isn’t necessary for

us

of the

present
on the
generations that have preceded us in the
onward march of life. If they had their
deprivations and made their sacrifices,

generation

they

to look back
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The fact that Ivorine is mode by the proprietors of
Williams' famous Shaving Soaps is a sure guarantee
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In picking over raspberries use a silver
fork and you will find it a convenience in
Aunt Madge.
handling the berries.
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Edison's Phonograph

Better than a Piano, Organ, or Music Box, for it sings and talks as well as plays, and
don't cost as much. It reproduces the music of any instrument—band or orchestra—tel la
stories and sings—the old familiar hymns as well as the popular songs—it is al ways ready.
See that Mr. Edison’s signature is on every machine. Catalogues of ail dealers, or NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH GOt 135 Fifth Ave^ Now York.

is pleased to inform the
people of
city and vicinity that he has
put into his shop an englue and

woodworking
prepared to do

machines,

and
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2

and JIG-SAWING
of all klnda at short notice.

is

to

chronic
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York.

case-
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COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
Also prosecuting attorney for all clA****
pensions against the United States.
Business solicited.
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Hunill National Ilanl,
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(Over Harden’s Shoe Store )
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JLSTICI

AMD
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M A IN

F. B. AIKEN.

Horrible Thought.
“You know. I presume.” said the member of the family who had visited Washington and g^zed upon the nation's ar
chives, "that the original Declaration of
Independence can scarcely be deciphered
at nil nowadays.
The ink with which it
was
has faded till only faint
written
traces or the words remain.”
“Gracious”’ exclaimed the sweet young
thing. “When it all fades away, will
Great Britain have a right to come over
and take the country?”—Chicago Trib-

the use of GRAIN O that I feel I must
say >
word to induce others to use it. If people are
interested in their health and the welfare of
their children they will use no other
beverage.
I have used them all, hut GRA1NO I have
found superior to anv, for the reason that it la
solid grain. Yours for health, C. r. JlttKs.

amd

ELLSWORTH.

to-day.

Washington, d. C.
Genesee Pure Food Co., Le^Roy, .V. Y.:
Gentlemen —Our family realize so much from

DRl’MMEY,
AMD

and

manner

II.

'fTH.
-'■”*r

COUNSELOR AT LAW.

their pleasures, and what we look back
upon as ‘‘old-fashioned” was as much the
fashion then

Philadelphia I*ent»

ATTORNEY

with pity

also had their loves and their

the

•rornci in Gilxs' Bloc*. FLuv
Closed Wednesday afternoon* uot»i
notice.

Powder ]

not annual

or

H. GRKKLY,

J)R.
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STEWART,

M. D.

IIOMCEOPATH 1ST.
Wear

Bbooksvillb,

WaK*-

Member?
Graduate Boston University.
Maine Homo-opal hie Me. Ilea I society ; At *■!**
Institute of Homoeopathy, and correspontnag
member Boston llonuropathic Medical socle*.
TBLKPUOMB COMVBCTIOM.

|

nuumisrmnuf.

II took the democrats two days to determine upon the free silver plank in their
platform. The rest of the planks did not
need an hour’s work.
And yet they
aolemnly ask that the two-days plank
eball be relegated to a secondary position.
Indeed, if their attitude on this question
were not full of such terrible possibilities
of tragedy to the nation, it would amount
to a farce.
It is hardly necessary to say that not
merely free silver but the very threat of

DEMOCRATIC PLATFORM.
Governor Roosevelt tins Something to
Say About It.
I From

a

Speech before the National Republican
league at St. Paul, Minn.j

We have

begin the work of
vital to American interests than any that has taken place since
the close A the Civil war.
We appeal not
a

come

campaign

here to

more

only to republicans, hut to all good citizens who are Americans in fact as well as
in name, to help us in re-electing President
McKinley. It was, Indeed, of infinite

importance

to elect

Vet the need is

even

free silver would

greater

now.

obtained

then

in

his

kmjy
A WHITE PATH.
kind of Cleanliness, but
kinds
of soap. There is
many
only one destination, but there are many
paths that lead to it. If you want the shortest and safest road to Geanliness, it is paved with
Ivory Soap. Neither man nor clothes ever get
beyond the cleansing power of Ivory Soap. Its rich,
creamy lather extracts every particle of dirt; but
it floats.
it stops at the dirt! Ivory Soap

only

is

one

are

—

3
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COUNTY NEWS.
Htontnffton
Kev. Mr.

County Xevt

Gales, of Isle

other paget

tee

Haul,

au

was

In

Saturday.

town

Mrs. George Bellcdue, of
home on a visit.
factories

The sardine

Boston,

full

blast, and are packing some nice fish.
Susie Hatch and Mary King are visiting
at Mrs. Lucy Bobbins’, South Deer Isle.
Dr. B. L. Noyes has his stable completed
He moved his horses in
on the Inside.
last week.

The Morrison dramatic company left
Sunday for Old Town, where they have a
week's engagement.

This is his first visit

to

Mrs. W. B. Hamblen and daughter
Flossie, of Malden, Mass., are at Undercut! again this year.
Dr. Arthur Kimball, who Is at Undercliff, is a student of John Hopkins uni-

versity

running

are

is

Undercliff July 21).
Black's resort.

Baltimore.

at

Robert W. Murcb, of Hampden, arrived
July 26 to visit C. H. Blake and enjoy
Hill and Miss Knight, of Belmont,
visiting in Bangor. They will
return to Undercliff.
B.
July 30.
Misa

are

West Franklin.

Business at Bay View
quarries is good.
Mr. Taft aud family, who have lwen
Haying is nearly done.
stopping at A. K. Warren’s, left Sunday and a small quantity.
for

Deer Isle for

Capt. 8. B.
the

short

a

stay.
bargained for

has

Thurlow

The excursion

“Creedmore,” owned
Bros., of Bar Harbor, and
about Sept. 1.

by

steamer

Conners
take her

will

a

“seven sister”

over

600

sixty

on

roses

Who

it.

bush which

rose

it.

on

One

has bad

branch

had

beat this?

can

Fred E. Webb, J. C. Harmon, D. J.
Noyes, C. H. 8. Webb, W. 8. Thurlow, F.
P. Weed were delegates to the county
convention at Ellsworth

“Itlesford”,

Steamer

Harbor,

was

in

Saturday.
of

Southwest

Harbor

week,
steam yacht “Ad-

the

last

having in tow the
miral”, of New York, from Southwest
Harbor, bound for Dockland with rudder

and

Highland

will

be

well

George Coombs has gone to Bar Harbor
to take command of

bay

a

The strike is about

their

dollar

a

coaster.

are now

ever.

In

Only

of their daddies to

order.
few

a

of

one

own.

meeting of the high court of
Foresters of
Maine at
Waterville last
week, Dr. 8. S. DeBeck, of this place, was
elected tiigh physician.
Che’e’r.
July 30.
At

the

Knrth**!t*t

under

of the

breeding

industrial

menace

welfare

to

his admin-

is

implied

and

definitely

know

what

believe,
opponents,
we

try—to wrap the

mantle

gain

remedy;

Ilarrmr.

new church “St. Mary-by-the Sea”,
dedicated Sunday.
Rev. Mr. Norwood is spending a few
weeks at Millinocket.

The

uor

is this to

prominent

iu

platform,

the

have

invented

at

United

well

that

aware

to

follow

tax

valuation

a

at a

rate of

are

about

are

of

on

rain

have

can

ueve

£24.50

liquor dealers,
£2,000 to £10,000,

the

from

twenty

six dealers

per thousand. There
dealers in liquor in

whom

the

assessors

have

£10,000, ten whose
valuation has been placed at £5,000, and
four at £2,000. In addition to the liquor

down

danger of imperialism, aud about that
they also rave. Y’et so conscious are they
of they of the hollowness of their attack,
so

the

Calais, and the tax as levied upon them
by the assessors figures up to nearly £2,800
on a
valuation of over £100,000. There

imaginary

the

additional

an

States, the ice trust, which has justly exposed itself to the criticism our opponents
often unjustly apply to every form of
industrial effort.

“They

foreigners

all

be

general vogue throughout the State.
Under the direction of the Calais municipal officers, the assessors have levied

from

to-day

shall

In

stockholders in the worst !

trust to be found

cause

The “Calais Plan”.
Calais has inaugurated a new plan of
dealing with liquor-sellers which is a
complete departure from the Bangor plan

New York aud
the leader of their organizarion iu New
York, are both themselves among the
most

adherents to the

visit us.”

be wondered at

of t he makers of their

one

representative

the

no

decapitated; for until
been exterminated,

“They rant about trusts, but they have
nothing practicable to advance iu the way
of

on

the

list

at

tax, all of these parties will be obliged to
pay the usual tax on their personal and

out their

real estate.

professions would mean to trail the AmerThe idea of making this tax is to do
ican tiag iu the dust, that they are obliged
away, so it is said, with many of the
to pretend that really, after all, they are
places in town, and also to raise money
disabled.
for expansion.
for city expenses, the specific object of
of
Bar
was
here
Harbor,
Edgar Lord,
“After infinite labor they finally did the latter, it is
John (lo-g lost a valuable horse last
reported, being to get
His driver backed last week surveying on School House hill. decide that they still believed iu free money to pay for the running
week by drowning.
expenses of
This decision was reached in the
him up to the edge of the bank and left Mr. Kimball has sold three house lots. sliver.
police department.
him to dump the load of rocks, when by The new road is progressing. The gear is their committee by a vote of 26 to 24, so
There are many who say that the tax is
that it appears that they only have 52 per
ready to commence on an artesian well.
some means he backed over the “bumper”
Illegal and cannot be collected, because
Northeast Harbor is having a prosper- cent, of faith in their forty-eight-cent the assessors have no legal right to tax an
and the load dragged him over the bank
into the water.

futile

were

July

as

All

efforts to get him out
kept him under.
Eugene.

the cart

30.

fluster.
Annie Black has gone to New

\ ork.

Collins has returned to Malden,

F. 8.
Maim.

Addle Bates, of South Brookaville. has
at Falrview.

visited her aunt

Mrs. Mattie Clifford and child have visited Dark Harbor, Islesboro.
Miss Fannie Nudd, of Malden,and Miss
Carrie Bachelor, of Boston, are expected

July

30.

Mrs.
coine

Jack IIigglns and
every

summer,

son

have

Leslie, who
arrived

at

Undercliff.
Dr. Simpson,

of

Boston,

arrived

nl

Educate Your Powell With Caacareta.
Candy Cathartic, cure constipation forever.
10c. Sbc. If Li. C C. fail, druggists refund money.

was

season.
Hotels are full and every dollar after all. Even this amount of illegitimate business.
cottage rented. Stables have had to buy faith they were able to reach purely by ;
I.and is sell- the aid of Hawaii, and yet four years ago
more horses ant! carriages.
Bar Harbor Liquor Law.
ing briskly. The prospect for our me- they objected ns much to our expansion | Bar Harbor has an unwritten liquor
i over Hawaii as thev now obiect to our law that all saloons shall close at 11 p. m.
chanics is cheerful.
J. A. P.
expansion over the Philippine* ! There is The “Woodbine club’', of which Daniel
July 30.
an element
of grim comedy in these H. Herlihy is the proprietor,
persisted iu
West Siillivnn.
builders having now perforce to take the violating the law, and search and seizure
A. L. Chase and his assistant, of Bangor,

ous

once

in town for

a

days.

few

Arthur Gordon

fell

from

his

bicycle

Ellsworth Saturday, to look after his schooner, the
“Georgietta”, which is to be rebuilt there.
B. B. llavey

July

was

in

G.

31.

Cam tin*.

29, 1833, and moved with his parents to
Castiue in 1831, where he has ever since
He has had a notable
held residence.
at sea,
eral vessels.
career

having been master of sevHe was in command of the

Washington”, uuder
“George
Admiral Farragut, aud in the siege of
New Orleans was under fire for six days
He came out of the naval
in succession.
service after three aud a half years of
effective work.
mortar

North

LitmuiHii.

Miss Elvira Austin, of Koslindale, was
the guest of Mrs. Abbie Austin recently.

G
G

G
G

G
B

B

|J

A perfectly pure, unadulterated blend. Its moderate
price —25c. —will permit
you to enjoy good coffee
without charging yourself
Your
with extravagance.
grocer sells it in 1 lb. labelled tin cans. Ask for it.

l|
j
j
j
|
j

j

j

stone to make out

foundation of

By the death of Capt. John Collins
recently, the town lost a valuable citizen.
Capt. Collins was born in Deer Isle, April

ifcfjnt’iccnunUk

rejected

of it the

in retaliation Herlihy swore
complaints against other liquor
“Their only
is
dealers, and attempted to bring on a
and broke his collar bone last week.
that in favor of free silver at a ratio of lb liquor war.
The Pythians gave a grand reception to 1; for they have sought Ht least to make
Now a liquor war at the height of tlie
and public installation of officers Tues- the pretence of qualifying or at least of social season is not relished
by bar Harday evening.
clouding what they mean when they ask bor. At a mass meeting last week resoluAugustus llavey has sold his place to for the relaxation of the bonds of justice tions were passed denouncing the proseBenjamin llavey, and is negotiating for and order and the abandonment of our cutions by Herlihy as not in the interest
the Cummin block.
position as a great nation manfully doing of law but of lawlessness, and a method of
are

Bert Austin and his bride, of Portland,
visited his aunt, Mrs. L. A. Austin, last
week.
Jotham Staples and Martin Peasley, of
West Sedgwick, are visiting Mr. Staples’
niece, Mrs. Lucy Gray.

July

30._V.

Lsmolnn.

Joseph Delalttre, ol Minneapolis, ia
town for

a

in

few weeks.

wife are enjoyHodgkins
Capt.
ing a cruise along the coast in their yacht.
Fred

aud

Mr. Estey, a noted singer, who has done
good work in evangelistic services in some
of our large cities, occupied the pulpit of
the Baptist church yesterday.
H.
July 30.

their

followed,

platform.
unequivocal position
new

out

its

part in the world work that must be
done by all great nations. True to their
nature, they have sought to subordinate
the one issue on which they take a decisive stand, and they declare that they
have subordinated the question of free
silver to other

Now,

as a

decide which
the

people

questions.
fact, they

matter of
oue

shall

blackmail. The resolutions urged the
forcement of the police regulations

quiring

saloons to be closed at 11 p.

as

most

en-

1

.55 3.67
.15
.17
Lumber nml Building Materials.
1 25
Snruce,
Luml>er—per M—
11 §13 Hemlock,
Hemlock,
125
Hemlock boards, 12 <j 13 Clapboards—per M—
12 $16
Extra spruce,
24 326
Spruce,
Snruce floor,
16 320
Snruce, No. 1, 17gl8
12 315 Clear pine,
35 360
Pine,
Marched pine,
16320 Extra pine,
85$60
Laths— per M—
Shingles—per M—
extra
3 25
2.00
Cedar,
Spruce,
••
2 50 Nalls, per lb
clear,
.04g.06
2d clear,
2 00 Cement, per cask
1 60
"
extra o-ie,
165 Lime, per cask
.85
"
125 Brick, per M
7 811
No.*,
"
.75 White lead, pr lb .05 8.08
scoots,
Provisions.
Beef, lb
Pork, lb
.13 3-30
Steak,
14 3.15
Chop,
.12 3.25
.(5
Roasts,
Pigs’feet,
.07 3.10
13 3.14
Ham, per tb
Corned,
.05
.12
Tripe,
Shoulder,
Veal:
.14
Bacon,
.18
Salt
.03
Steak,
.06 3.12
.lu
Roasts,
Lard, loose
Mutton
Lard lu pulls,
.20
steak,
.118.18

Roasts,

Lamb
Steak,
Chop,
Roasts,

cannot

ton.

She

will

be

named

.C63.16

Week’s

Winnow lugs of News*
Novelty and Nonsense.
John Curran, of Brewer, an expert
rlverman, was drowned Friday morning
at Ashland, where he was in charge of tbe
work of rafting logs at the dam.
One

Ground was broken at Fairfield last
as tbe first step in the erection of a
flO,000 public library building which has
been presented to the town by Hon. E. J.
Lawrence.
week

Williams. Lessor,of Sidney,aged thirty,
found dead 1n a field on his farm
where he lived alone, last Friday. He had
was

been struck

by lightning, probably in a
Wednesday.
Eugene Bolton, of Freedom, a farmer,
committed suicide, Saturday, by hanging.

shower

attributed to excitement resulta religious
revival.
He was

His act is

ing

from

about

Bixty

years of age.

Alton A. Jordan, aged twenty-one, was
killed in tbe South Gardiner lumber mill
Saturday. He was caught in tbe shafting and horribly mangled before the

machinery

could be

stoppod.

Mrs. Nettie May Southard, of Hampden,
aged thirty-five, committed suicide Sunday by hanging. Despondency over lit
health was the cause.
A husband and
three children survive her.
Garrett Coughlin, one of the prominent
quarrymen of Rockland, died last Wednesday, aged seveuty years. Originally
he was a democrat, but in later years had
been a republican.
He was for several
years a member of the city council.
John Belyea, a machinist, employed by
j the International Paper Co., at Rumford
Falls, was killed Saturday. While trying
iu

uvhuii n

(iuih

pole
so as

n

nuu

puio,

iiua

caught by the belt and twisted
to pierce the man’s head.

was

After September 1 all law students who
apply for admission to the bar, must have
studied in some attorney's office for at
least three years, as the law to that effect
will go into effect at that time.
Under

the existing law the time required is two
years.

The farm
buildings of Roscoe W.
Harding, iu Hampden, were burned Friday, together with a lot of live stock and
all other contents.
Mr.
Harding, bis
wife and the hired help bod a narrow

|5 000,

suffocation.

from

escape

f1,500

with

The

loss is

Tue

insurance.

Women Suffrage associaby the Portland Equal Suff-

Maine

tion assisted

rage club, will keep open bouse during
Oid Home Week iu Portland, at Room

Y.

37,

C.

M.

A.

building, Congress

square.
Headquarters will be open day
and evening, furnishing a pleasant place

for visitors to rest.
have

Patents

inventors

been

granted

to

Maine

Blanchard,
Lewiston, oil can; F. W. Collins, Rockland, package for shipping lobsters; W.
O. Jones, Leering, device for fastening
ferry-boats; L. M. Sanborn, Gardiner,
sand-board; J. Strong, Waterville, tucking guide for sewing machines; C. F.
Creamer, Gleuden, means for securing
cattle; A. M. Goodwin, Saco, card-holder
as

follows:

W.

for

freight cars.
Edward Shea,

“Etta

.25

20 3.25
.13 >j .13
Fresh Fish.
The Ellsworth market does not quote prices
on salmon this week.
A few more of these big
flsh will be received, but prices cannot be accurately stated.
.05 Haddock,
.05
Cod,
Halibut,
.IO3.I6 Mackerel, each 103.25
.123.14 (dams, qt
.20
Bluetlsh,

A.

mate of

Simpson”,

the

which

schooner

sailed

from

Bangor, J une 28, arrived at Southampton,
England, Thursday, and reports that the
“Simpson” was wrecked iu the Gulf of
Mexico, July 12. All of the crew were
picked up by the French vessel “Milo”
at Cherbourg.
The “Etta A.
was a three-masted schooner of
and hailed from Thomaston.

and landed

Simpson”
268

tons,

Martin, of Foxcroft, died
trouble. He was but
thirty years of age, a graduate of Bowdoin
Wood—per coni
Coal—per ton—
3 00 8 5 00
6 00
Dry hard,
Broken,
medical school, class of ’95.
He was the
2 0083 00
6 00
Dry soft,
Stove,
Foxcroft.
6 OO sou of Osgood P. Martin, of
Roundings per load
Egg,
1 00 31 25
6 00
Nut,
For neurly three years he was a surgeon
Blacksmith’s
6 00
on the Canadian Pacific railroad at HenFlour, Grain and Feed.
Flour, grain ami feed are firm. Oats are derson, and was physician ut the Kineo
l house two seasons. About a year ago he
easy.
Corn meal, bag
opened an office in Old Town, but a few
Flour—per bb—
5 2535 75
1 15 weeks ago ne decided permanently to
Straights,
St. Louis roller,
1 20 establish himself at his oid home iu FoxCorn, bag
5 25 35 75 Oats, West’n.bu .$83.40 croft.
Patents—
105
Shorts—bag—
5 75 Mixed feed,bag
Winter wheat,
1.10
600
1.20 “You talk about posters and your ads. upon the
Spring wheat,
Middlings, bag
fence.
Hides ami Tallow.
But they ain’t the kind o’ mediums that appeals
4 for tried.
to common sense;
.25 3.50
Hides—per lb—
Lambskins,
.05 Tallow—per lb—
Y’ou may talk about your dodgers, and your
Ox,
.05
.01W
Cow,
Rough,
circulars and such,
.04
.04
Bull,
Tried,
But I calculate they don’t assist an advertiser
Calf sklus, green
.25 31.00
much;
Dried Fruit.
And especially In winter, when the snow Is on
.10
the ground,
Figs,
.123.20 Tamarinds,
.10 Currants,
.08 3-12 I wonder where
Dates,
your posters and your dodgers
.08 3.15
.06
Raisins,
Apples, string
can be found?
Prunes,
.10
.log.14 Apples, sliced
But within the cozy homestead, when the parlor
stove’s aglow,
How Are l’our
t
Pickerel,

.lu

Trout,

.25

Dr. Harold C.

Friday,

Fuel.

Kidneys
I>r Hobbs’Sparagus Pills cure all kidney ills. Sample free. Add. Sterling Remedy Co.. Chicago or N. Y

of

heart

The newspaper is read aloud
know.”

to

everyone

we

re-

asbcrtianncntB.

m.

New Vessel for .John S. Kmery »Y Co.
A four-masted schooner is being built
at bath for John S.
binary A Co., of bos-

of their various heresies

regard

Molasses—per gal—
Oil—per gal—
.35
Havana,
Linseed,
.5o
Porto Rico,
Kerosene,
.60
Astral oil,
Syrup,

your whole village will be abfrom all calamities. Those who

solved

hypocrisy

of

Groceries.
Prices have remained stationary the past
week. Prices on tea, coffee and sugar are firm.
Rice, per lb
Codee—per lb
.O63.O8
.16 8.25 l'lckles, per gal .408.60
Rio,
.40 Olives, bottle
.25 8.75
Mocha,
.37 Vinegar—per gal—
Java,
Pure cider,
.20
Tea—per lb—
.45 $.65 Cracked wheat,
Janan,
.06
.04
Oolong,
.30ft65 Oatmeal, per lb
lb—
.20
Sugar—per
Buckwheat, pkg
.07 Graham,
.04
Granulated,
Coffee—A A B,
.07 Rye meal,
.04
Yellow, C
.06^ Granulated meal,lb 02

faith,

the

say it outright. Our
represent all the forces of discontent,
malice and envy, formed and formless,
vague and concrete, can hardly be said to
know what they really do believe, because
the principles they profess, if put forth
nakedly, are so revolting, even to their
own followers, that they like—at least to
we

to all

woes

Buddhists patriotic

absolved from all future misfortunes. If
you gain five adherents to the faith, your
whole family will be absolved from all
evils, and if you gain ten adherents to

in

present attitude aud purpose of the
populistic democracy.

the

“We

then the

of

ple.
“Hasten, then, to spread this doctrine'
far and wide; for if you gain one adherent of the faith, your person will be

moral and

our

which

heralding

heard

are

Bananas, doz
.20$ 30
Pineapples, eaeh.15 y.u0
Watermelons, .4u

urau uuiuiciB miu me crttnu

Boxers will be able to protect
the empire and bring peace to all its peoleague

We ask the support of all
istration.
upright citizens because against him are
arrayed the forces of chaotic evil; because

when

patronized by Franklin people.

prefer

accomplished

Produce.

luc

people,

our

aud because of tbe marvellous work that
has been

"‘icu

of steel

around them.

quality

Good

to Tunk

Picnics and reunions

Mrs. Bebecca Annin, of Oceanville, has

«*•«

who

berry picking.
Mass.,

condition of fearful and acute distress

who

“We ask support for President McKinley because of what he has actually done,
of what he now stands for and typifies

For additional

such economic and financial
to reduce this whole country to

The election of Mr. Bryan

cause
as

WEIGHTS AND MBASDNBS.

bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushei of potatoes,
In good order and fit for shipping, Is 60 pounds;
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and lit for shipping. Is 62 pounds.
Of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, 66 pounds; of onions, 62
bounds; of carrots, Kngltan turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips,45 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
The prices quoted below are the retail prices
at Ellsworth.
Farmers (ran easily reckon from
these what they arc likely to receive la trade
or cash for their products.

that cannot

favor

obtains now, and many more have been
added. Four years ago the success of the

there

■AIN* LAW BBGABDIN«

A

Country
be imagined even by those
Butter.
keep fresh in mind tlbe dark days ’93,
Creamery per lb.36
Dairy..18 3.20
only seven years ago.
Any representatives of the populist democracy, as at pre- Cheese.
populistic democracy would have meant
Best factory (new) per lb.16 £18
fearful misery, fearful disaster at home; sent composed, whom Mr. Bryan could
Best dairy (new).16
Dutch (Imported).90
it would have meant the shame that is appoint as secretaries of state and of the
Neufehatel.05
treasury would inevitably briug the
worse even than misery and disaster.
to the brink of ruin. They would ! Eggs.
country
iu
it
would
mean
all
and
this,
To-day
Fresh laid, per doz....18
do far more to harm it now than they
addition, the immeasurable disgrace of
Poultry.
could have done four years ago.
the
we
have
Broilers arc still bringing $1 a pair at Bar
abandoning
proud position
Harbor.
taken of fliucking from the great work
Fowl.
16
we have begun.
President McKinley has
A BOX Kit PROCLAMATION.
Hay.
more than made good all that he promised
Best loose, per ton..
or that was promised ou his behalf, and
Sample of tbe Inflammatory Circulars
Baled.
J63I8
as the smoke clears
Which they Distribute.
away we see how
Straw.
Loose
utterly trivial are the matters because of
Following is a translation of oue of the
8410
Baled.
14
which his administration has been criti- inflammatory
used
posters
by the
Vegetables.
cised when compared with the immense Boxers: It is a sample of many varieties,
No new vegetables are added to the market
substantial gains for American honor and of which 200,000 copies were distributed
this week. Croon corn will be In soon. New
Interest which, under that administration, in Tien Tsin on June 4.
potatoes are selling at 75c to #1.
have been brought about. We appealed
“Sacred edict: Issued by the Lord of New potatoes, .75 9100
.06
Cabbage,
.1*5 Beets, tt>
Onions,
for President McKinley before asserting Wealth and Happiness.’’
.06
.33 Cucumbers,
String
beans,
>4
pk
“The Catholic and Prostestant religions Peas,
what he would do if President, from our
.23 New turnips. It.
.03
pk
lb
.10 Carrots, bunch
know ledge of w bat he had done iu leaser
.05
being insolent to the gods and extinguish- Tomatoes,
If.
.03 Beans-per bu—
Squash,
positions. Now we appeal for him, asking ing sanctity, rendering no obedience to
Imp Yellow Eye, 3.00
that the promise of a second term be Buddhism and enraging both heaven and
3.00
Pea,
judged by the performance of his first, earth, tbe rain clouds now longer visit us.
Currants ami gooseberries are practically out
and pledging that the wouderful work so But eight million spirit soldiers will deof the market.
Raspberries ami blueberries
triumphantly begun in kiB first term shall scend from heaven and sweep the empire are plentiful, au<l
selling at 6 cents.
in his second be carried to an even more clean of all foreigners.
Then will the
.(« Oranges, doz
Raspberries, lb
.203.50
.06 Lemons, doz
gentle showers once more water our lands, Blueberries, q
.35
iriumpuuiu iuii1.1uniuii•
that

reason

JHERE

would

KITTKHY TO CARIBOU*

Wednesday, August 1. 1900.

whole In-

life.

a

Every

our

dustrial
chaos

him four years ago.

paralyze

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

“Medford",

NOW LOOK PLEASANT, PLEASE

in

honor of the city of that name in Massaimportant. chusetts. She will be launched about the
first of September. Capt. F. A. Leland, of
primarily bucksport, will command her.

The decision rests with the people them-

selves;

and

those

who

are

interested in our financial honesty and
industrial well-being cannot and will not
admit that any possible difference is
caused bj putting the free silver plank
lu one rather than another portion of
the platform. It a man announces that
he believes in the doctrine of cowardly
surrender and also in the doctrine of the
repudiation of debts, it makes not the
slightest difference as to the order in
which he puts his two policies. Neither
does it make any difference whether the
populistic democracy to which we are
now

opposed lays

most

stress

upon

its

determination to debase the currency or
upon its determination to degrade the
tlag. We are opposed to both propositions, and no self-respecting citizen, in
making up his decision, can afford to
neglect either.
“There is little need to argue against
free silver now.
What need we say
against a doctrine which would work a
sweeping and destructive revolution in
our financial system, and
yet which is
advanced by a party only after a violent
contest in which nearly half of that
party has opposed it? At Kansas City

Ice-cold water is not

so

good

as

iced

water—that is, water cooled by ice without coming in contact with it. The less
of either the better.
It is an excellent
to drink water—an abundance of
t—just before retiring, also the first
thing in the morning. It is a cleanser of
the system, and is a good diuretic.—

jj [|

ftractice

Ladies* Home Journal.

v

Musical instrument

'

Made for You.

If you

“Jamea,” whispered the go )d woman,
a
He
burglar in the parlor.
stumbled against the piano in the dark.
1 heard several of the keys struck.”
“All right!” said James, “I’ll go down.”

are

wMjp
wwSr

in need of

“there’s

j

“Oh!

James! You’re not going to do any-

thing rash?” “Certainly not; I’m going
to help him. You don’t suppose he cau
get that piano out of the house without
assistance do you?”

A MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
j

of any kind

1

write for

prices

to THE C. G. CONN CO., Union

Square, New York,

and a photograph of the instrument, made expressly for yon will bo sent by rotxxrn mail;
aud tho instrument itself will bo hold a reasonable time subject to your order.
I
A certificate of an actual tost of tho instrument, signed by a competent expert, will
tho photograph, which may be safely depended upon as an exact representation
accompany
of its real worth and condition.
When the order is placed, tho particular instrument from which tho photograph is
j
made, will be shipped, prepaid, to tho customer, with full instructions, to allow him to
give it a satisfactory trial. Should the instrument not prove satisfactory, it can be returned
without a cent of expense to tho customer.
j
Instruments costing $20.00 and upwards are guaranteed by written contract for a period
of five years against any defect in tone, tune or workmanship. They will also bo sold on
the installment plan, if preferred.
i

j!
Beauty is Blood Beep.
No matter what alls you, headache to a cancer, you will never get well until your bowels
are put right. CASCARET3 help nature, cure
you without a gripe or pain, produce easy natural movements, cost you just 10 cents to start
getting your health back. CASCAREYS Candy
Cathartic, the genuine, put up In metal boxes,
every tablet has C. C. C. stamped on it. Beware of Imitations.

Largest

Factories in the World.

Endorsed

by Every

Good Musician.

i

|

$

j
S

j

)

J

fcbc^llsroortb^mcricanJ
A LOCAL A>

tic* that many of oar citizens thought
it deserved. The “Old Horae Week"
idea, to which The American has
frequently alluded during the past
six months, has been acted upon in

POLITICAL JOURNAL

riBUlHlD
AVERY WFI>NK£I>AY AFTERNOON.

several of the larger cities of the
State, and the week beginning August
6, will be largely given over to festivity in them. To make an affair of

AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINS,
BT THE

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING OO.
F. W. RoLLHfB, Editor sod Mada^ct

wedn;.-' ay, Avamt

this sort the thing it ought to be,
weeks of preparation are necessary',
and while it strike* ns as rather late
to begin, it is safe to say that if our
good city of Ellsworth undertakes it,
it will be done to the queen's taste.

l.^ooo.

REPUBLICAN NOMINEES.
NATIONAL FLECTION NOV. 6, 1900.

William

half

page to

McK.ixi.ey,

.Yew* last Friday decolumn of its editorial
attempt to show that

Bangor

The
voted

FOR PRESIDENT,

a

an

FOR VICE-PRESIDENT,

Theodobe Roosevelt,
OF NEW YORK.
STATE ELECTION SEPT. 10, 1900

case,
in proving his ignorance of
the whole subject. The practicability
of cattle-ranching on the Cherryfleld
blaeberry plains has already been
small scale:
a
demonstrated
on
whether it can be done profitably on a
large scale remains to be demonstrated
by the men who are willing to put
money into the experiment.
to

prove

mirably

STATE TICKET.
For Governor,
JOHN F. HILL, of August*.
For Member of Congress,
EDWIN C. BURLEIGH, of Augusts.

COUNTY TICKET.
For Senators:

no

gold

field

this

There will be

ALBERT R. BUCK, o! Orlaod.
HANNIBAL E. HAMLIN, of Ellswortn.

ticket in the

democratic

year. The
national gold democratic committee
at a meeting in Indianapolia last week,
unanimously rejected the scheme of
fusion with the anti-imperialists, and
voted
to 1 against putting a ticket
in the field. This is practically an
endorsement of McKinley and Roosevelt. The gold democrats have wisely
seen the worse than folly of throwing
away their votes, and will lend their
strength to defeat the dishonest dollar.

For Register of Probate:
CHARLES P. DORR, ol Ellsworth.
For Sheriff:

HOWARD F. WHITCOMB, of Ellsworth.
For County Attorney:
CHARLES H DRUMMEY, of Ellsworth.
For Connty Commissioner:
NAHUM HINCKLEY, of Bluehill.
For County Treasurer:
OMAR W. TAPLEY, of Ellsworth.

Hon.

H.

will be the

Joseph
Manley
next speaker of the Maine House of
Kor Representative.
The republicans of Ellsworth met in Representatives. That seems assured.
of Portland,
caucus last evening and unanimously Representative Webb,
has drawn out of the race, giving the
nominated as candidate for repreman
a
clear
field.
big Augusta
sentative to the legislature F. Carroll
Burrill.

What's this!
cratic Texas!
mistake.

In connection with this nomination
the name of Arno W. King had been

I'NI TAMAN
Hancock

the Maine legislature has
ever been tendered.
But he has had
a

of his

man

years. Almost from childhood he has
been associated, more or less intimately, with the banking and insur-

mittee*

in the law office
of ex-Gov. Cleaves, and a training in
the Bost :
university law school,

study

ie was

he

tted

was

the

i.

same

ance

Adtlr*-***-* -**Tne tialn* «»t Religion During the
F iHde, Ucv C C Everett
Century," Rev
<.

Opening

in 1897;
the Hancock bar
Since then he has
at

the

time

C. C. Burrill & Son.
As The American took occasion to
say two weeks ago, Mr. Burrill un-

Afternoon
oucndhy Rev Florence

exetc -t*.

Buck
Five minute re|H»ri* trom churches
Addre—edatura Hf-lliilon," Rev S (' It* .nch
"A Maj---tlc tan h furs Msjc.-tic World," ltcv
Tlionu' Van N-*s*
"How to It«*.#r w ltne** to Our Faith," Rev >
A Eliot
Report* of committee*
Closing exercise*, conducted by Rev F (j Pea-

graduated

,o

Ellsworth,
having charge of the insurdepartment of the business of

practiced
same

y-ar.
w in

Will

W Foote.
Introduction by the preidient" of the cooler
e»cr, John N Peter*, Jr
Address of »#*»c«*me
Introduction u( business, appointment of com-

business. To his stock of knowledge thus acquired he has added that

from whi

Organization

Morning.
owning exercises, conducted by H

ance

obtained from

County

Steamer "Creedmore” will leave Ijimoine
for Bar Harbor at 8 a. m and Bar Harbor
for West Gouldsboro on arrival of tbe
“Golden Rod” from Northeast Harbor.
Entertainment will be provided for those
who it'ctid the Wednesday evening session. Luncheon Hill be served to ail who
attend conference, free of expense.
Visitor* aie ex pec it ti lo bring a basket lunch.
The conference Will open with a service
at 7 30 Wednesdsy evening, when Hev. W.
K. Hunt, of East Orange, N. J., will
preecb 1 he conference sermon.
The Thursday muruing session will open
at 10 30
The program me for the day Is
as follows:

in

for

< ONFKKKX K.

Meet at West Gouldsboro.
The ninth annual session of the Hancock county conference of Uuitarian and
other Christian churches will be held at
West Gouldsboro Wednesday and Thursday, Aug. 1 and 2.

Mr. Burrill is the youngest man to
whom the honor of representing Ells-

training

A wool trust in demoThere mast be some

_

prominently mentioned, but recognizing the undesirability of a contest,
and feeling that if he entered one his
motives might be misconstrued. Mr.
King declined to have his name presented. Instead, in a most graceful
c.anner. preceded by a brief but eloquent speech on the issues of the
coining campaign, be moved the
nomination of Mr. Burrill, and moved
that it be made by acclamation, a
motion which was promptly and enthusiastically carried.

an unnaua

|

possesses the qualifications necessary adequately to represent this constituency, and should he

questionably

body
Adjournment
The officers of t he conference are: President, J. A. Peters, jr ; vice presidents, L).
B. Flint, J. A. Hill; secretary and treasurer, Rev. A. H. Goar.
Drowned at

Cape Rosier.
be the choice of the people at the I Harold
Redman, aged t weive years, and
as
he
has
been
the
choice
of
his
Koreat
aged
six, were drowned last
Gray,
polls
|
at Cape Rosier, while attemptparty at the caucus, he will represent Thursday
to
over
Goose
Falls in a «-*i.m..i boat
go
ing
this city at Augusta with fidelity and which they hud built th-m oves. The
j

ability.

The past week has brought assurances from China that the ministers
at Peking are still alive, but held as

bodie* were recovered.
The KediONii boy w*-» the grandson of
I
Mrs. L. J ruin Hi, and had spent hi* sum| mers
with his aunt, Mrs. Colin Redman.
; 1 he Gray boy was the son of David Gray.

King of Italy Assassinated.
hostage by the Imperial government. I King Humbe't, of Italy, * as assassinated
Though this relieves anxiety for the Sunday at Mot z«, where he had goue to

safety, it rather adds to the
complication of the Chinese situation. China's object in holding the
ministers as
hostages will be, of
ministers'

course, to stay the advance of tbs international troops, and attempt to
compel the evacution of China, under
threat that if the demands are not
complied with, the ministers and all
the other

foreigners

be killed.
country that

will

Such a proceeding by
has been admitted to

a

diplomatic

re-

lations with the civilized world will
be almost inconceivable, but is being
as one of the possibilities.
What course the powers would pursue, it is impossible to predict.

considered

Ellsworth may have an “Old Home
Week’’ after all—or rather a carnival
which shall combine the features of
an old home week with a proper obEllsworth’s centennial.
servance of
The

one-hnndredth

anniversary

of

the settlement of Ellsworth came last
February, and went without the noHelpless Child.
ri A weak and puny child is badly handicapped
In this battle of life. It Is Isolated from the
healthy enjoyments of Its little fellow-beings.
It caunot partake either of their play or their
sturdy work and progress in the world; its
whole life Is embittered by incapacity and
A

weakness.

Any

woman

who expects

to

become

a

MBA. EMMA

J.

mother

ought to know what Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Pre
ecrlptlon will do both for her own health and
safety during her time of trial and also to insure her in bequeathing a fair measure of
health and strength to the prospective JiUle one.

;

distribute prizes at atblet ic games.
He bad just entered his carriage amid
the cheers of the crowd when he was fired
upon, three bullets entering his body.
He was ic-ibed Instantly. King Humbert

popular s.-ver gu.
His son Victor Emmanuel will succeed
him on the throue.
was a

CLOSING-OUT SALE

was

her
entire life in Ellsworth.
Two years ago
ber husband died, and since tbat time
ber health baa gradually failed.
Mrs. Moore bad many warm friends.
She had a cheerful, sunny nature which
endeared ber to ail who knew ber.
Her
hospitality waa unbounded, and everyone
found a cordial welcome at her home.
She was « devoted wife and mother, a
loyal and loving slater. All the aacred
relations of
Mrs. Moore’s life
were
characterized by kindness, patience and
love. She leaves one son and three sisters.
••There Is no dealt);
What seem* s«r* U transition.
This life of mortal breath
Is but a suburb of the life elystan
Whose porta) we rail death

another

days

doctor who treated him for
him

relief,

and

gave

I

went

over

to

He

said

his

no

so

OF

CARRIAGES,

Otia, Hancock,

!

approved

Bangor Buggies,

discharged

nunT« aim
*;arnuf« iwracay, lua
he mu], 'No
I went home and brought
him my bottle and gave him on© done;
told him to take another dose in fifteen
or twenty minute* if he did not find rel>ef. but be took no more and «u entirely
"
*»♦*
For
cured
by t*wo A. Paju'HRK.
fcn-w —th and W. I. PaRTRIDOR, Bluebill. druggist*

“

Buggies,
”

Runabout

i

Road

Concords.

I also have

a

of my

E» J. HUNT,
25 E. M. Square,

will la- left with

HANCOCK HALL,

ONE SOLID WEEK,

Tuesday, Sept.

AUG. 6.

MONDAY,

*

Solicitor,

MORRISON COMEDY C0„
ALLIE

the
iu

a

—(for «ale
HOl'SE
pinl b) Stephen

of

king

POWERS,

come

liana,

Subscribe for The American.

Monday Night—' Blue <• rass.”
—“(\>on Hollow.”
Tuesday
—“The (iirl from MexWednesday

at

Inquire

J.

Mgr.. Bosto*

In ,.11

re

on

Franklin

first
STORE-Room*
Masonic block
in

street

■SSi^L7!
OCf,Uplf‘.d
<_ o.
I
Publishing

the hall.

<tnt, in

aame

building.

State street, uuti!
Hancock County
John B. Rkoman

Broadway, Lawrence,

1-0 fit.

A[0?hiI»rA

a

poorer

job,

LORD’S,

_

noticb.
a
Of the stockholders of
nual m*eling
the Ellaworth
and Deer Isle TeltErauh

THo

STREET.

1
LAUNDRY

AXI) BATH BOOMS.
“NO

FAT, NO

WASH**.”

All kinds of Inundry work done a! short no
dee. Goods called for and delivered.
H. B. KSTBT A CO.,
Weal End Bridge,
Ellsworth. Me.

z*
gu.t 8.
Dec,

at 1

o'clock iu the

I.le, July u,

$18

;;
•

S

afternoon

Stoffo““'

Clerk.

|

T

ELLSWORTH BICYCLE CO.

|

>

ritakkUX IT.

♦

«HI*OI»l».«l*lll •■Kit
EDWIN M. MOORE.
dealer In all kind* of

♦

Frmak, salt. Smoked mad Dry

▲

FISH.

yp

l

FOR A FEW DAYS.

to

Spuial Nature.
PROPOSALS TOK WOOllr

)**> f£rd*
house

'•nd'' l
same

trea«urerof the Abenaqul. club will
lo A“*u»‘ 1. 1S«J0. bid. lor
fifty
merchantable four-foot old
bVd w<xxl. delivered at the clubduring October and November, 1900
F. W. Rollins, Treasurer.

THE

one.

FRICTION.

SOUTH

£?•!, C-oniainiD*

a"k. check.
Will finder return
Amkkican office and receive reward*

them, FEEL when

paying for

STEAM

house-

Newman, Ella-

|♦o ♦o ♦o <^♦o ♦o ♦o i

|

Cod, Haddock, Halibut, Blueflsh.o
Mackerel, Oyster*, Clams, Scallops, ♦
Lobatera and Finnan Haddlee.

J

Campbell A True Bid*.. East End Bridge, 0
A
ELUWOHTU, ML

♦oaoao»oao»o»oaoac>»o*<>»c*
CLOSED

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOONS.

'*
*S *trF ""Wolfit
THi®
»n,?nbirdire.H,h*rburtn*

all per,on.
my
1

or
*™«n«
uiiSDdo E. Moore, on mv account
aa
pay no billa of hit

arc

,o!i

*.t,.i{

contracting after this date
Nortbeaat Harbor.

Me^u“»J!0t“"‘-

j

Dn. n. W. IUi*u begs to notify his patrons
and others that until further not Urn ids dental
rooms will be closed*on Wednesday afternoons

Ellsworth,

Oct.

25, 1*91).

*

j

j

■; “THE ELLSWORTH BICYCLE f
for
i
;;

1

will SEE when

until

Mass.

Kener*1

the very best express

This you

2J

WILL SELL

::

torn!mi& ::

to do
10 W. F,

.Inm

iltrtjtTtifinntmis.

1 'H'Y
\m:ni
ff
and vlcirmv to sell our M
styles of fine
hosiery direct to the consumer. A-i references
or bond re-juired.
Address Lawbenck Knittino Co., loa

\VrAiTEwD~AA
i?rl
*ork‘ APPlJr

fr o«u

a-

ii

til.intrt).

W-'N'P

Kffrct

recently"'oceiT

flooTTnd“baaemrut-

on
b> tb*
nouire of

democrat wagon, built in Xew

a manv-mo-

uheel.
aold at
Tut Avatirtt
w

Ire

office by Ellsworth Water Co.
W. COMMA* & .Son's.

as an

a: A

iu

13, 1900.
Corometwing on »'oTf date rteamer will
leave K*«ckUu«l (Hi It wharf upon arrival of
»i*au»*r from |to»u«n, ev* ry day, except M o
day. for l»ark llart>or. naatlw. Kveerr rxln,
Iw«er
*ar*cotv1IU,
late.
*M-d*wl<k, ^-’-til
llrtH>k*vHie. Itruoklln, South Bluehl!), Itluctl.i,
Surry ami KlUworth ta*r«* from Surry,•
KKTl'KMSt.
K.vcry day, except Sunday, win leave K.
at
worth at ! 4* a m
«ure to Surry), '•urr
W* « u». ii.aUui,’ landing* »»:.-*• 1
•••
wtlleonmn at ItorJiland on ail p.x-*ag*a ta t
and weal with Hoitton A tt*n«or S ** Co.
\
O
» KiK hr.i i.
M»i ar*T. HoHkfawd
i*a***nrer« wlahln* u» take the bo*t trill leave
worn at moon** »t*hir, K!Uvr«*rth
•From July 5 to Sept I »tcainert w'. d do*
leave Caatlne for KlUworth nor Intermediate
point*, steamer* leaving KlUworth will ::

—Furnished collage at < onlention Cove.
/
For particulars apply to S
TkKwoaoY, Fast Surry. Me.

pied
STOKK

Prices, 15. 25 and 35c.

have been

a:

Schedule

CIOrTAviK

Night in .June.”
“Fogg’s Ferry.”

—Bill to be announced.

selling

t

t

Co Err.

—“One

at

ut

llvjfr
sre»l bargain.

office.

ico.”

and KXOW when you try

FOSTER, Main s*.

Hupt-, Bostoa.

Sept

Cr"ve-* *«od office atove. Will barn wood
In pert
condition, ha, been
'!r™
■r.ed but little. Will t>, void
cheap. Inquire
at Tria Avvvtctv office.

a

THREE MIHUTES.

C. R.

Inquire of

A gpat-claav. brand
UK'Yr'LF.
model. I.lit
MO.
Will

—

s

1

you pay $30 to $40 less than you

BT

j
1

BocUaR, Binetull & LiUirii: SMiCa

4, 1900.

or to rent! l.lrlv nrcuH HVd.ircl
Will be

cheap or renu.1 lo«.
UooirViRD, ftaugor, Me.

•01.1

grand rej-ertolreof new dramatic success®*.
New and special scenery.
New special
lies of a high order between acta.

tloned freezer.

SOLD

j

Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor-

William H. Hill. Gen'l

or csuIoku*-, t.Mrf't. Iter
11f*i*»ic, President, Puck-port. Maine.

GERALD,

Mr. EUGENE

you examine

economical Ice freezer made.

J

S

CALVIS AL'tTlK, Geo’l

Sox Salt.

and

trade.

most

K.

Far infurmstSaR
A

Hampshire expressly for the home

land the

j

FIRST-CLASS INSTRUCTORS.

or

Bought of a confectioner It Is expensive, and
not always convenient.
Made at home It costs
only the material and is no trouble.
Dashes cleaned by simply
dipping In hot water-costs no more than a poor freezer, and the
saving of time and Ice makes the Peerless lew

|

Boston.

to

ELECTIVE COURSES,

worth

in

Week

BEAUTIFUL LOCATION.

SHOULD KNOW.

Cream

a

Boston, dally, except Sundav. at 3 p rs.
Rockland. touching at Intervening a:-!
lugs, dally, except Monday. at 3 a u>

FALL TKIJ.M <>i’FN**

SOMETHING YOU

Smooth, Dalioious Ioe

I

From
Froth

SEMINARY?

EAST MAINE

~^cfTUsrmnitB.

longer than

|

RETURNING.

2lrfjrrtisnnnitB.

•

Runs easier and lasts

Trips

Commencing Saturday, June 23, ! *v>, steasner
"Mt l>*'*ert" will l«e tiu>- t-* leave Bar llartor
for Heal Harbor, Northeast Harbor. Soaihirtst
c.-rneet
Harbor, Ht<>n!ngt'»n *n<? »* -•*; *»»*••
with •u ati.er (or Boston. dally, «xc*pt 3aadlf,
at LOO p m.

ELLSWORTH.

3mu*nnmtB.

On *a>e

LITTLE

I

attorney for collection.

an

FRANKLIN STREET,

Cream Freezers.

FEW PARTS

!

Steamship Company.
SI*

HENRY E. DAVIS,

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

revolves

j

BOSTON AND BANCOR

parties having bills against me w ill please present them for
payment, and all owing me must settle within 30 days: those unsettled

supporting the dainty Unit artist

can

M

All

OHIO,

stationary dasher.

ii
j?
^‘y

w>onc to Fall* and Fall* to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice Pres and GenM Managw.
F E. BOOTH BY. Gats* 1 Pass, and Ticket Ag*V.

Wagons.

cost.

—

around the

u

SUMMER SERVICE.

I am

Bargor, Me.

goods, consisting of

and Concord

ILLsWOUTH.

only ONE MOTION-the

<0
m

Tickets for All Points South and Ws«
ssle st the M C. R. R. ticket oOct,
Ellsworth.
Passenger* are requested to procure ticket!
before entering the train, and especially Eli

IMPORTANT NOTICK.

MAHKIKIK

It has

11

These train* connect at Bangor, with throtgi
train a on Main
to and from Portland, Boston and .St. John.

make.

own

few western-made

regardless of

MOttM.

TAKES THE LEAD.

12 B.

*'

M
35

Sunday* only.
•Dally.
♦ Stop on signal or notice to Conductor.
c Slope to leave but not to take
passenger*.

Abo several great trades in Second-Hand Carriages .if all styles and kinds.
5LEIUHS AM) PUNOS—My own make—Parties intending purchasing this fall w ill do well to inspect
the stock I am now offering, and which w ill be sold

A«TBl*RY—At BluehlU, July 25. to Mr and Mr*
Rol*ert Astbury, a daughter.
HASKF.LL—At lN«er Isle, July 28, to Cap! ami
Mrs George F Haskell, a son.
THOMPSON-At l>eer Isle. July 25. tn Mr and
Mr» Everett L Thompson, a duo. .Frederick
E-iward ]
THOMPSON —At Derr Isle, July 28, to Mr and
Mr- Marsh Thompson, a son.

by

P

1

people (including driver). Above

Surreys

representative.

800..*

>. >

on

,'»r H«r'*or
Sch Coquette, Coom'
Sch Davkl Fau»t, Smith, tUy-fcle

ice

2

*

ia‘ijJ

1)

aciatisrinnits.

7 1ft

..

Express Wagons,

goods

SAILED

».

«

...

■

p

I

21

*.

ft ft7

* 13
1 I*
Salllran.
7 iv l o<
Sorrento.
54- :»
BAR HARBOR
‘TV if » 54. *7 22 j|
So ndaya only—July * to A ug 5P. )e*re Bancor
II 4t> a m. Ellsworth |J «7 p m, arrive Ml insert
Farrr 115 pm. Bar Harbor 2 00 p in.
Dally, *un«tava Included, a train for tba
Washington t ountr R R leave* Hang -r at fi 5
a m. arriving at Ellsworth at 7 24
a
»n-.l at
Washington Junction at 7 30 a n>.

only.

Wagons,

from 2 to 11

Sch Henrietta A Whitney, Woodward, U*n
dout, stave* ami head-. Whbcomb, Hayne* A Co j
ARRIVED
Sch Julia Franee*. Alley, Bay-Me

BRAY —At Stonlngton, July 2ft. Thomas C
Bray, aged «jft year*. months, J.J (lav*.
BR«»WN —At Frankfort.
July •>, Mr* Mary
(Sullivan) Brown, former!v of Ellsworth,
aged 27 ••ar*. 7 month*, ft day*.
CASlMGE —At BluebiH, July 21, Mr* Gertrude
Candage. aged 2r year*
EMER>oN —At Bluehlil. July 2*5, Infant son of
Mr and Mrs A win N Emerson, aged 11 da}*
GRAY —At Cnstlue July 2ft, George W Gray,
aged fly v ear-, month, 30 day
HASLEM—At Waltham, July 25, JeflTtrson H
Hadem. aged 72 years. 4 month*. 21 days.
IIKUKK K—At Brook 1 In, July 23, Mr- -arah J
llerrlek. aged 6ft year*, * months, 10 days.
JONES—At v\ •
BrooksvtIte, July 27, Aaron
Jone*. aged *> year*.
JORDAN At Waitliarn. July 21, Simon, son of
B\ron Joman, ag« d H year*.
MOORE—At Ellsworth, July .’7, Mr- Emma J
Moore, ago!
>ear-, lo months
TUCKER —At Brooklio, July 24. Ml** Emily J
Tucker, of Roxnury, Mas*, aged fty years, ft

li

...

Ball-Bearing Axles.

Tires ami

Buggies,

Steel Tires

Thursday, July 28
lumt-cr,

GIHNDI.E—< A RI.M.K At surrv, Julv
bv
Rev M S Preble, Mi— LI u B Grlndle, of
orland, to Tvler W Car I--*-, of >urry.
QrI NN-1U Y N ES A t Vi. a H m .. I
24,
bv lb v Daniel II GMdden. Mr*tm.r^la i.>ulnn,
<*f Eagle Island .;l*oerl»le to I'altou K_^ene
lla.« nes, of Eagle Island.

r

I «!

BANGOR. *3 0* 10 01 t 15 »| 43 1% *
» •*.* 10 U3 3 is* 4 4* 9 %
Bangor. Ex. Si.
10 i.'
Brewer Junction
i.y
ir
.2
Holden.. 110 34
*4 1*
Lake Houmi.f!0 42. *337
Greet# Lake.*10 80. *3 97
7:
NleoRn
tl« fv*.
5 V)
R11*worth Falls
11 13—
6 04
g
6 17 II lELLSWORTH
4 23
4 10
Waab’gtnn Jr. lit' 4 34
•#
Franklin Road.
II *7.
Hancock.
II 47.
»4 U tfe <u
♦♦> it 11 M
u \\ »* 47
Waukrag, S Fjr
pMt.I>e*crt Ferry
9 j« u ur id, « ^ 10

IiUCkboards—New anti second-hand—to accommodate

}«-k.

1

5

r.

with Pneumatic

Sch Lulu W Kppe*, Joman, Boston,
Ellsworth Lumber Co

w

J?
fr

10. ! [Z JJ
1m.. .: 2

ft**....
ft 4ft 11 «

9 00

9 45

Portland.

Steel Tiretl.

Surreys,

BOW DEN—<’LA RK— At Wlnter|*»rt, July 28,
by Rev .1 W llatcn. Mis* Margaret Belle flow
den, of Winter port, to James Henry Clark,
of Buck*|K>rt.
GREEN E-GRAY—At BluehlU, July 2b. by Rev
Kbeoexer lb an, Miss *vl!e A Greene, of
P.r -oksYlMc, to Charles P 1. Gray, of Sedg

on.*,

*ft
»t
ft

U

.Z

♦«

Bike

■CDs worth Port.
SAILED

Wcdue*day, Aug 1
Sch A J Kimball. Whitmore. Northeast Har
bor. lumber. Whltr-omN. Hayne* A Co
Sch Banner, Farley, Southwest Harbor, lum
ber, Ellsworth Lumber Co
Hancock Count? Porta.
West Scluvak —Ar July 23, *ch Grade J
Ramsdell, Bo»u>d
Ar July 36, sch Lucy Bell, Martin, Newbury
i*o rt
Ar July V. *ch E T Haroor. Brown. Mt I>cMrt
Ar July 2*. sch* *1
Moseley, Grant. Mt
ivaert Ferry, Mary C Stuart, Bowden, Rock
land
Ar July 28. arh MRdred Pope. Iron*. Boston
s!d July •-*, *ch John T William*. Pendleton,
with paving for Hooper. Havey A Co, for New
York
sl«l July ?*. sch* Grade J Itamsdell, with
curbstone for T M Bialsdrii, fur Boston; Lucy
Bell. Martin, with curbstone for A Abbott, for
New Bedford; E T Hamor. Bruwn. with curbstone for Hooper. Havey A Co

i 5J
I J*

...

....

MARINE LIST.

Monday, Ju y

2S

li

3 33 10
5 37
tllfl..

oniv

»

uiiic.

Sarurlav, July

1
4 *»

Boston-.

or

,!

3*

!

paper.

Rubber

ft c*
'ViT
arc «« f ; *
«
& io...
f» I*...."!

-July * to *ug 9R,
Desert ►erry, loop w, K.iu worth
ft* n m ,w'
50
rive Bangor 3
p ip.
Dally Sunday Include*!, s train from w»,ii
Inftton County R R leaves RlUworth lo
D
1
arrive llangor 11 45 p m.
BaNGOH TO BAR HARBOR.

Sundays

goods are going to be sold REGARDLESS
OF COST ; and all in want of them cannot do better
than call and get prices.

33 have nominated Frank L.
Hodgkins, of Lamoine. for representative.
The republicans of Mt. Desert, Eden,
Tremont and Crauberry Isles have nominated John W. Somes, of Mr. Desert, for

patentsT

Boston.

These

Plantation

autjrrtiBnntnta.

Portland.

j

l*,»■

„

»lt J*

6 50*11
~
a r
m. a. ■. *. « P
»
3*5
1 »
4 » »»«

r

!

see

ana

l>«*afues* Cannot be Cared
local applications, as they cannot reach the
diseased portion of the ear. There Is only one
way to cure deafness, and that Is by constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused by an in
flamed condition of the mucous lining of the
Eustachian Tube.
When this tube gets inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect bearing, and when it is entirely closed
deafness Is the result, and unless the Inflammation can be taken out and this tul»e restored to
Its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed
forever; nine cases out of ten are caused by ca
tarrh, which is nothing but an lnflammed condition the mucous surfaces.
W’e will give One Hundred Dollars for any
case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that notnot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Send for
circulars free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.

Hancock..
taakita Rwkd..
Wuh’rtonJc
RLL8WORTH
Ki‘•worth Falls
Mcolln..
Green Lake.
Lake House.
Ho Men.
Brewer June—
Bangor, Kx 9t..
BANGOR, M C.

I want to sell during? the next 30 days my entire
stock, and in order to do so. I offer it at prices never
heard of before in Hancock county, FOR CASH, or

Io
Hi

.«

t Oft 11 so
ft « II ftr,
fMOOfll -ft#
s 17_
11 W
A 73 11 SO
ft ST Mi no
ft »*11 14
ft at Ml £1
ft OR
ft IS fll »»
9*5 11 fts
9 W 1 «v
9 45
1 10

...

1

25, |(mh).

7 00 10 »>
7* HIW

Ferry
Waakeag, 9. Fy

HAR-

NESS, ROBES, BLANKETS.

some

Representative.
republicans of the class towns of
Aurora,

BAR HARBOR
*»"«■“>.

SLEIGHS,

Juno

harbor To basoor.
a. b.,a. a. r. a. r
■

Ml Desert

him the next
bowels were in a
morning.
terrible fix, that they had been running
off so long that it was almost bloody flux.
I asked him if he had tried Chamberlain's
him.

(otnmonrlng
bar

A Minister's liood Work.

Mariaville, Amherst, Trenton, Lamoine,
Waltham,

£Uimtsau~

ant

Mra. Emma J. Moore died at ber home

Friday, aged sixty-nine years. She
born in Trenton, but paaeed nearly

Nominated for
The

BaOtaata

MOORE.

cattle-ranching on the Cherryfleld
“I had a seve.x? attack of bilious colic,
blueberry plains was impracticable, got a bottle of Chamberlain'a
Colic, Choifirst, because cattle would have to be
era and LHarrhcea Remedy, took two doses
housed seven months of the year
and second, because and was entirely cured," says Rev. A. A.
which isn't so
cattle cannot grow fat on blueberry Power, of Emporia, Kan. “My neighbor
bashes which, by the by, no one ex- across the street waa sick for over a week,
pects them to eat in preference to the had two or three bottles of medicine from
winter grass of the blueberry plains
the doctor. He used them for three or
The writer of the article utterly failed four
days without relief, then called in
but succeeded adhis

OF OHIO.

worth

SMfTtiKmnitf.

OBITUARY.

|

THE MAN

WHO DOUBTS

Will get badly left if he fails to secure a share of the
bargains we shall offer for the next two weeks in

MEN’S, BOYS’ and CHILDREN’S SUITS.
OUTSIDE SHIRTS, UNDERWEAR, HATS and CAPS.
If you want

Remember we are
selling the celebrated

money

,

DUTCHESS <
TROUSERS.
They
country

as

able trousers

SHOES.
Every pair warranted, and any pair
proving defective will be made right.

the market.

on

advertising a closing-out sale of wayback, out-of-style or damaged
spring’s production of up-to-date clothing at prices that are bound to sell it.

REMEMBER:

goods,

but this

or

FRANKLIN

the

known

AVe

not

are

W. R. PARKIER

CLOTHING CO.,

ELLSWORTH,

another

MAINE.
_

great

SUMMER
if low
Business is quiet and we want to unload some of our surplus stock, and
counties we will
prices will be any object to the citizens of Hancock and Washington
It includes our entire stock,
reduce it in short order. This is the chance of your life.
$70 will buy $100 worth of goods. Look at our window-full of bargains,
new and old.
on our Dining-Room Chairs,
then drop in and see the extremely low prices we have
Then you will see that it’s no idle boast when we
Sideboards and Extension Tables.
These prices are not only on dinfor $70.
say that you can buy $100 worth 9f goods
ing-room furniture, but on everything.
to $!) on them
During this sale you
in the fall; why not get them now and save from
You will have some Lace Curtains and Draperies
them
have
to
do
it
even
it
worth
Isn’t
away for a month
fall.
lay
the
you
saving,
have to pay $1.75 or $2 for in
cm buv a pair for 81 that you would
save on it to last a
would
with
what
\
on
can
about.
you
enough
are
groceries
buy
talking
\ow would he a -mod time to get that Chamber Set you
line. If you intend to get anything in furniture m the fall, do so now and save money.
so with everything in our whole
hum rime and it

I

have flist pick.
This sale will positively last only two weeks, so come early and
cannot deliver any goods outside of the
Of course, as we give such a large discount, we
fill them up for a song.
city; so bring in your hayricks and we will

A. W. CUSHMAN & SON.
Lace Curtains and
Furniture of all kinds, Paint and Oils, Window Shades,

Draperies,

Pictures and Picture

Moulding, Wall Paper.

Undertakers and Fnibalmers.
V

1

buy the

ELITE

throughout
the best fitting, most dur-

are

the best for the

|

Ida Morse,
Joy Hinckley, Belle
Butler, Gertrude Townsend, Abbie Ingalls, Marion McIntyre, Hittie McIntyre
and Mae Curtis. The candy and flower
table was in the service room of the
chspel and was in charge of Misses Jennie Grindle, Mabel Babson and others.
This sale was held in order to purchase
The
for
the class.
books
proceeds
amounted to over f21.

America* has subscribers at 106

The

•f

good,

county;
county com-

past-offices

the 11*

in Hancock

mil the o'hep papers in the
bined do not reach so many. The American is
the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and has never claimed to
be, but it is rhe only paper that can properly be railed a County paper; all the
retf are rrerely local papers. The circulation of This. American, barring the Bar
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger
tfean thm of aU the other papers printed
in Hartccfk

July

county.

A Magnificent Portrait
H

Ashing,

McKINLET

pbr add it

nlher pages.

('rmntjt ?'C*r*

ntm'

Byron W. Stevens, of Bangor, with his
family, is here in a yacht.
Rufus Handy, of Arlington, Mass., has

Brookllt..

J. J. .Vrh

inell

A. G.
Blake, of Orland.
laht week.

Mrs.

Mayo

D.<k

in

was

town

daughter

and

went to sou: h west Harbor

Charles

Friend,
oi

this

visited

Cbapiu, of Deer Die, exchanged pu.pita with Rev. D. C. York, of
this place, Sunday.
Mr.

Mrs. Charles West, of Boston, who has

visiting

her homo.

friends in town, returned to

Saturday.

1. Mayo and J. J. Bridges were delegates to attend the democratic convention at Ellsworth July 28.

sat, af the reguest

■

qf

the

{ Size 14x21 I

m

templates purchasing

Publishers,
iie^

of

now

Boaton,

con-

building

lot and

a

O. H. Hunker Is

working

month*
la

on

a

ths

the

on

In

new

Prospect

Harbor

ball.

returned

Mrs. Dudley Sargent has returned
frnra
Hast Sullivan, where aba has been visither
Mrs.
W. It. Hamm.
daughter,
tug

a

Mrs. Peter Hunker sod Master Willi,,n
Sullivan Sunday,
tib,
bas been spending tao weeks with her
father. William Tracy, who Is very III.
8. M.8.
Ju'y 29.

Edward S. Spurling has moved to the
Mrs. Lucinda G. Fernald, in
rooms vacated by Daniel Ham.

)

working

Margaret Hunker has
visit to Bar Harbor.

Mrs.

from

cottage here.

Hummer

Is

“Paulina”.

j

returned to West

house of

j
|

years, returned home

Saturday.
Walter \\ arson, of Melrose, Mass., who
has been visiting his grandmother, Mrs.
L. A. Watson, returned home Saturday.

Mrs. Henry Tracy,of Southwest Harbor,
accompanied by her son, Daniel Handy, of
Boston, who is home on his vacation,
spent several days here last week at Mrs.

The baseball game between the Brookline and Scdgwicks Saturday at Dority’s park resulted in a victory for the
Brookline, as usual. Score. 15 to 7.

July 30.

veranuH

,>irrari«nn. oi

wun

irginm.

Mrs. George E. Carter, who has been at
Southwest Harbor, came home last Friday, ill with the measles.

children, is visiting his
Mr. Mcsister, Mrs. George Holden.
Farland tis* been absent from this place
nineteen vears.

H. Gavett and Medford Collins,
in the South the past year
—in (Georgia, South Carolina and Virgin*—arrived home a few days ago. Mr.
Gavett is a granite cutter, and has been
working at his trade.
Charles

The Y P. S. C. E. held a social in
Grange ball. Thursday evening, July 26.
The proceeds, §22, will go for repairs on
the

paiscouge. The programme was as
follows; selection by phonograph; solo,
Emma Tibbetts; reading, iaelia Hill; solo,

Gladys
Bridges;
reading,
Stephen
Cousins; guitar and mandolin duet,
Messers. Coilia and Parsons; solo, Myrtle
Green; reading, Violet Pierson; selections
by pboDogruph.
Uxe Femme.
July 90.

in town for

a

j

Graves b ester and

few

son

are

days.

J. L. Clarke, train dispatcher at Bangor,

Sunday.

in town last

per at the shore
mer cottage

there

near

I. H. Coggins,

vras

A.

a

itiher

Shuman

is at

home

from

Burton Priest

returned

to

deck.

on

the bare

an

iron bolt fora

they slept
boy said be had
pillow. Although they

A

North

little child of Henry Haskell

cidentally

run

over

by

a

team

sum-

his trip from Boston
to Eastport, stopped ofT for a brief visit
here on Saturday.
thus far

was

anxiety

account

on

a

of their

pro-

July

30.

V\ .111IIH

Sunui
died

G.

IU

ihe little

Tue»u«y.

►on

He b*»

been

111

since tbe

Fourth.

!

«*

1

m

home

a

Miss Bernice Dunn is visiting friends at
Goulds boro.

Mrs. Minnie Kuapp and Mrs. Kuby
West, of Boston, are visiting their parents,

ployed

at

Waltham,

ia at

home

with

em-

her

parents.

in town last week

Mrs. B. B.

Havey,

of

F. A. Davis and wife.

was

ing relatives at Winter Harbor and Prospect Harbor.

The annual fair of the ladies of the Congregational church will be held in the

P'riday.
Lilian Sweet,who ia working in Holden,
She was
spent Sunday with her parents.
accompanied by Walter Maddocks.

T. Spurling and Mrs. Deunis
Young, of Gouldsboro, spent Sunday

hall

Wednesday,

Aug.

15,

4

at

o’clock.
the seven anniversary of the birth
of Miss Ellen McIntyre, youngest daughter of H. H. McIntyre and wife, a party
was given to her little friends.
On

The members of Mrs. G. W. Clay’s class
of the Baptist Sunday school held an icecream, cake and candy sale at the Baptist chapel Friday evening. The class is a
very large one, numbering thirty-six. A
large number was present, the evening
being excellent for the occasion. Icecream and cake were served in the diningThe tables were in
room of the circle.
charge of Misses Marion Carter, Lillian
McIntyre, Sadie Billings, Myrtle Piper,
Carrie Sargent, Gertrude Price, Alice Os..

1111

1

1

111

lour f ife Anaj,
Spit and
To quit tobacco easily and forever, be mag
neuc. full of hie, nerve and vigor, lake No-ToBac, the wonder- worker, mat makes weak men
strong. AH druggists, SOc or 11. Cure guaranteed
Booklet and sample free. Address
Sterling itemedy Ca, Chicago cr New York.
Doa*1 Tobarro

last

Misa Geneva Leland left Saturday for

I 'uni

Lamoine,

apend a few
days with her aunt, Mrs. Dyer Young.
A. J. Nowell arrived here last week,
having made the trip in five days in bis
yacht "Helen”. With him this year are
where she will

William and Frank Lewis.
Marcus Sweet has purchased the valuable farm of Walter Uarnor. The farm ia
one of the
pleasantest locations in the
place, and has a tine orchard. The houae
needa extensive repairs which Mr. Sweet
will make. He will move bia family in
about the first of 1B01.
B.
July 30.

July

30.

£.

Ashvlli*.

Mrs. Julia A. McCrate,
quite ill, is better.
Jessie

who

has been

Bragdon and Bernice Smith
spent Sunday at Bar Harbor.
Miss Nellie Bragdon visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Bragdon, Sunday.
"Hunger is the best sauce." Yet some people
Ashville postoffice has a new postare never hungry, and they get weak an.l sick.
Hood's Sarsaparilla helps
such people.
It master, who will take the office Aug. 1.
creates a good appetite, gives digestive
power L. M. Bunker has been clerk, then postand makes the whole body strong.
master nearly fourteeu years.
Slek headache is cured by Hood's I'llls. 23c.
Lizzie M. Bunker, with her sister, Mrs.
—Adet.
James B. Havey, of North Sullivan,

lr .11

4i

Harry Torrey,

the

Interest

of

The stone-cutter* here and

left work

attend

the

Sunday

the

Friday

on

funeral

Stoning-

at

afternoon

Thomas

of

to

:

Barry,

j

whose

tragic death was reported in the
last AMKR1CAN.
Mr. Berry
leave* six
children, three of whom are married.
Eoo.
July 27.

home

Mrs. Elmer Perkin* and son Edgar are
stopping with Mi** Bertha Perkins.
Miss Bryant, of Ilcrmon, is visiting her

in
B.

aunt, Bev. and Mrs. E. K. Drew
Mrs. Grace Condon and son Guy have
gone to Sedgwick to visit her parents,
Jasper Alien and w ife.
uncle and

-i...

o

in

was

of

1

a good-sized audience.
IX C. Coolidge and party, who went to
Bar Harbor and Winter Harbor on their

cratic county convention at Ellsworth today.

yacht “Dragon”, came home Thursday.
Dr. and Mrs. Proctor, of Boston, who
arc spending the summer at Leslie
Joyce's,

son,

hall to

|

iutend to build

a summer

Walter
Capt.
“Emma”, was at

Joyce,
home

a

few

schooner

days

on

down from Portland, where he
cently lauded a trip of Ash.
way

July

38.

bis
re-

8.

■MnchllI Falls.

W. P. Friend has gone to Sargcntvllle to
work.
Miss

|

Georgia Truudy

One of the
was a

pleasantest events
lawn party given by

of the
the

sea-

King's

has gone to

atitrtismrntg.

MrB. G. H. Crockett and daughter, Mrs.
H. B. Hamilton, ot Portland, are visiting
Miss Lizzie Conary,
Brooks Gray and son Cecil, made a Ashing trip to Black Island last week. They
sold their sloop “Coquette” to James
Benson, of Bass Harbor. Mr. Brooks and
his son have gone to Mt. Waldo to Beek

employment.
July 30.

Constipation,
Headache, Biliousness,
Heartburn,
Indigestion, Dizziness,
Indicate that your liver
Is
out of order.
The
beat medicine to rouse
the liver and cure all
these ills, is found in

Sedg-

wick to work for Mrs. C. Sleeper.
Mrs. Josie Dow, of North Brooklin, w as
the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Hattie
Conary,
last week.

If you h*ver x m rrcclar. healthy movement c? lit#
to«e.» every d»» f a rv » c» <
»i.! U.r
K,-r;.
t»*e:* open. *>k1 re mK<<rc*- iti U
vtdaol pbyvtr «r |>*it
,* ilino." .**
Its*
*n»«» tbr-sj. caele*! imut t-rrfrvl
»»y of fcev,.n* U»
t-oeelv clear ami cieea i» to ui«

cathartic

\OOUM
rwaof maan

■

KEEP YOUR BLOOD GLEAN

NERVITA PILLS

Restore Vitality. Lost Vljor sod Minhood.
Cure Impotency, Night KmUsionsand
wasting diseases, all effects of selfabuse, or excess and indiscretion. A nerve tonic and
blood builder. Brings the
plnlt glow to pale cheeks and
restores the fire of youth.
iBy mail 5(Jc per box, O boxes
#2.50; with a written guarantee to cure or rotund the money.
Bend for circular. Address,
NERVITA MEDICAL CO.
Clinton a Jackson Sts., CHICAGO. ILL
_.
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*
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Monthly !u*gulat-r ha*brought

j

cl»“™

H armies*

i
!

i,

K1M.4
Crown Braud

PENNYROYAL PILLS.
..

A il

Wpmaiun.
l>r Li jrg.*w or by

n.a.

# 1 Jo

U-x.

IUM NtDICim CO.. Bo, 19» BOSTPB, #ASS.

if,

under

PIN NORM gjpSSdKrtmffSt
PIIVIF

«

relief, no danger, *k> pain.
lawn^iate
for jrewrv
by ltmd.;.g tfmci+lUU. Hundred#of te#0»
^
you ofthcir Intrinsic
y*0**'*** Atrial Willeuovii-re
8*:*1 trn rent* fur mun>.e a-a
b«*-

■

o.

** i*»
huiKlretli of aim-''is w
There is |totitive!y no other retnedv kr. »:i
to mod tea (science, tint will
qui< klv an!
•afely do the w..rk, Hare never ha*! a «
failure. Tlie longest an I most obstinate*- »**•*
are relieved in 3
days without fail. X**" "r
remedy willdo this. Xo pttn, no danger. «•>
lut*rferem « with work. Tins most uiih
cases Successfully treated through ornr*pondeme.and the mo*t complete sot: *fa«'t!' n
guaranteed in every instance. 1 n
v* hu:.
amis of ladies whom 1 never see. Wrs t»* f -r
further nartn-ulars.
All letters truthfully
answered. Free confidential advice In a*l
niatters of aprfvmteordelicate nature. Hear
In mind this remedy is ah*o!uie!v safe under
•very (tonsihle condition and will j »*tiv* .y
leave no after ill effects upon the health. Hy
mail securely scald, f .\ou. lir. F. M. TOLMAN CO., 170 Trumont »t., Boston, AIa»o».

»

■

».

For Women.

Dr. Totman

X»SC.

Sold by all medicine dealers.

J.

l»jr

Ftl«W-<t>.

LADIES aSaaSrtTBr

Hood's Pills
H||

waamtvwao

Plea*ani. PaUtable. Prtetit Taa’*r;*.«i l* ijood.
Never sj ten WT«ak*
Wr.it
r(,r(r
for free *4St>l«. amt
on hek.llL
A *drt •*
*»*rU»t
(M^r, Cktr*««. WW. V.- Tel. XXU

filar

25 cents.

^

►

cottage here.
In

BESTFORTHE
BOWELS

convention, w hich will be held at
Little Deer Isle Aug. 15.
Mr. Chapiu's !
friends iu this vicinity regret very much 5
that be is to leave town.

Hmiih IVnubneul.

while b.a yacht

36urtttsrinrr i*.

short call here

a

Cauibridgeport, Mas*.,
is apeuding hia vacation w ith his
Schooner "Robert
uncle,
Pettis ', (/apt. WUl
George L. Preaeey.
Perkins, discharged a load of freight for
Mrs. George Toiuian, who has been the local dealers this week.
visiting his brother, W. II. H. 8pofiord,
The farmers in this part of the tow n are
left for Portland Monday.
through baying. The crop is consider30.
F.
8.
July
J.
| ably below that of last year.
Allum it*.
July 30.
Climax.
Mrs Vesta Pierce, of Kockiaud, is vis- Pwnobaroc.
iting friends at this, her old borne.
Weils F. Ward well is at home for a «.h* rt
Linwood Joyce is erecting some build- visit.
iugs for Matthew liaiard at the quarries.
W. J Creamer, M. A. Ward well, F. A.
The Mason comedy company has given Miller, B. H. Leach, O. W. Dunbar and 11.
a three nights' entertainment at
Joyce’s B. Ward well were delegate* to the demo-

worked the

Saturday after-

j

liar Harbor.

with relatives in towu.

casino each Friday and
noon this season.

H

Mr. Chapin made

this week In

llrdlmm

—

school

Saturday.

vv

R.

l>r«r lair

Rev.

Dolly.

No *uch th’i-g •• “rummtf coiu|'l«itit" where
I>r Fowler'* Kttrari of 1%'lld ‘*ir»w .errj
kept han.Jy N*lure‘* rvmeijr for every lo<>*e
ne*» of the Itowel*
4tfri

al once.

The lack of rain i* being severely felt.
Wells are getting dry and gardens and
pastures are suffering.
Willis Robbins and sinter, Mi** Lena, of
Bath, are making a short visit to friends
here. They plan to return Saturday.
Mis* Minnie Torrey is spending this
week with friend* iu Deer Isle. Isaac Judkins, wife and little daughter, of Boston,
are visiting Mr. Judkins’ father.

visit

Frank Ferguson, of Chelsea, Mass.,
visiting his parents, IJr. and Mrs. F.
Ferguson.

Mrs. S.

Winter Harbor lodge, F. and A. M.,
Hrst and second degrees upon
Leo Ibarra bee, of Prospect Harbor, Wednesday evening.
The Winter Harbor baud has been engaged to furnish music at the Grindstone

8'Milli

ton

home last week

not

July 27.

F. H. Gross left for Boston Tuesday on
trip.
Capt. Edwiu L. Haskell returned to Bar
came

might be a benefit to him. He
benefited, and concluded that he

sea air

had better return home

business

Mrs. Martha L. Haskell
from Boston Saturday.

visiting relatives.
Sullivan, is visit-

Beasie Dutton, of New Hampshire,
the guest of Miaa Bertha Salisbury

Mibb

was

Sunday.

Harbor

Forrest Coffin and wife, of Harrington,
were

short

a

has returned

He has aufferel several years from
trouble, and came here hoping that

lung
the

30.

!

home.

l»t«.

made

Wedge,

July

Joseph Webber, an aeed a id r«,*p*ctt'd
Chin n, died Sunday aged eighty yearn.
I B«*tdc* a wife, Mr*
Afmcda A. Webber,
be
!•
aurvivtd
four daughter*—
by
Mr*. S«raii White and Mr*, (irace Raymond, of Brew«*r; Mr*. Helen Torrence,
of Dedham, and M'«. I t« !. Rideout, of
Orrlngtot), and one mic, Hanford P.
Webt er, of Dedhaiu.

to the sta-

having already sent in his

brother, Edward

Itrimkolllf

Arthur Greenlaw

|

next week.

return

Wedge, of Lewiston, who came
spend the season with hia only

hereto

Esther Orcutt, who is helpless from
is no better.
Her sisters, Mrs.
Eliza Stover and Mrs. Agatha Snow, are
takiug care of her.
C.
July 30.

_

Misa piffle Dickey, who has been

Meh.

Mrs.

tH*rr

ill not

Horace

30.

paralysis,

Monday.

w

resignation.

parents,

P. Bragdon.

officiating.

was ac-

this year,

tlou

Aaron Jones died Friday. He leaves a
wife and two children. Funeral services
were held Sunday,
Rev. J. S. Richards

A.

Miss Ellen Cochran, of Hockland, is
visiting her ister, Mrs. 11-H. McIntyre.

their old home with their

net

William I,awrencc and daughter Ethel,
of Peterboro, X. II
are
visiting Miss
Law rence’s aunts, Nellie and Grace Stover.

Bernard S. Jettison and Miss Alice
Mrs. Ijeslie Swan returned from Portgarden party given last Wednesday after- Flood, of Ellsworth
Falls, were in town land
noon by John Wilken and wife.
Saturday.
|
| Sunday.
Miss Beatrice Blaisdeil came home from
Mrs. Ju .03 Maxwell and Mrs. Eugene
court
Sunbeam, by inviCompanion
! Orr’s Island Saturday.
Swan, who ire at Hancock Point for the
tation, visited court Snjctic, Independent
summer, called
upon fr.-.nds here last Order of
Foresters, Saturday evening.
week.
I '1 Here was a large attendance from both her vacation at Prospect Harbor.
Mrs. W. S. Stratton and Master Horace orders.
Carlton Donnell and wife, of Ellsworth,
They were royally entertained,
Stratton are spending the summer with aud the companion court feels honored spent last week in tow n among their
many
Mrs. Stratton's parents, Joseph Crabtree by such a
friends.
reception.
and wife.
Edward Johnson left
This town has sustained a loss which
for
Lawrence,
Mrs. O. W. Foss has gone to Boston, will not
easily be repaired in the death Mass., Sunday. Mrs. Johnson and chilwhere she will join Capt. Foss in his ! of one of its most esteemed
w ill remain another week.
dren
citizens, Jefschooner “John Paul”, and will go in the
Frank E. Blaisdell is loading the threevessel to New York. Their son Harold in
health
for
home
failing
time, but masted schooner ‘‘Pardon G. Thompson”
Foss, who has been mate, after a week’s 1 nothing «eriou« was fewr^ri.
Me was
with granite for Maxwell, Philadelphia.
iti jif
ii h K
At k
taken suddenly ill Moi,d«y, end failed
Numerous friends of Mrs. J. P. Gord n
E. M. Poulin, wife and daughter, H. J. rapidly until his death Wednesday. It
will be glad to know she is able to occupy
Hooton and daughter, ail of Boston, have was a severe abode, uot only to hit) family,
her w heel chair in the open air occasionbeen
spending the week at Sydney but to his many friends. The funeral
ally.
Lawrie’s, fishing under the guidance of w 88 held at the church Friday at 1 o’clock.
Mis-es Eva and Carrie Ward, of CberryJohn E. Bowden. The laui*** proved to be A very comforting sermon was delivered
Held, w ho were the guests of Follett Gerthe better tip her men, the two trout taken by Rev. Mr. Sea mm on.
The large at- ;
r sh and wife last week, have
returned
by Mr9, Poulin weighing each two pounds tendance and profusion of tloral offerings home.
and a few ounces, and those caught by showed the high regard in which he was
B.
July 30.
He leaves a wife, one son and two
Miss HootOn each weighing a trilie more held.
than two pounds, while the eight taken daughters—Aiden Haslem and Mrs. B. F. Wlnler Hnrbor.
German measles is very prevalent in
by Mr. Poulin ,and Mr. Hooton weighed Jordan, of this place, and Mrs. Almore
town.
but a little »">*er one pound each.
Jellison, of Ellsworth Falls.
A.
Altie Hatch, of Bar Harbor, spent SunI£.
July 30.
July 30.
day in town as guest of W. B. Peakes.
Binehlli
Hull'ii Cove.
.rt

all

Mrs. Lyman Curtis and children, of
Bluehill, are spending a week with Mrs.
Curtis' parents. C. B. Nichols and wife.

franklin.

|

the

they

time

D. Gray, Franklin Farrow and I. J.
Cousins attended the democratic county
convention at Ellsworth Saturday.

—

Byron Jordan,

of

last

fifteen

over

S

A.

longed absence.

The

time for

Orris Jones arrived home Sunday, called
by the death of his father. He has been
absent four years.

were

George H. Baker and wife, and Miss E.
McKay, of Boston, arrived Saturday,
F. A.
going to Alligator lake Sunday.
Fuller w ill join the party w hile in camp,
Flobhie.
July 29.

parents and friends suffered

deal of

Iron bound Is*

Edsou Stanley

July

in

One

El wood Richardson, who has spent
past two months with her husband,
I
captain of Damariscove life sav ing station,
will return to her home here

Mr and Mrs. O.

Friday.

from

over

Hathaway and wife. Mm.
Moore and win, of Somerville,
Dora Moore and two
and Mr*.
Man*
none, of New York, are stopping at Capt.
P. 8. Moore'a.

the

land and the two sisters and two brothers

Massachu-

R. Collar and Miss Grace Collar

N.

came

at

William

Mrs.

all met for the first
was at

Mrs. Ezra Williams spent Tuesday in
Amherst.
setts

Bragdon

years.

Bangor Monday.
Last Wednesday about twenty young
Miss Annie .Sabine, of Bangor, is visit*
people left here for a few hours’ sail in the
!
Miss Grace Collar.
schooner
“Kentucky”, in charge of ing
E.
Emerton.
The
wind
George
dying out, i George R. Crosby and wife, of Aurora,
they went into Seal Cove for the night. were in town Tuesday.
The next morning they started for home,
Augustus Stevens, of East Eddington,
but the wind being ahead, and very light, is the guest of J. R. Shuman and wife.
they put Into Pretty Marsh, where they
A. B. Haynes and wife, and Miss Bertha
remained until morning.
They arrived Norcroas left to-day for Jo Mary lake.
about 2 o'clock tired and hungry, but with
Mrs. George Garland
and daughter
a grim determination to face the
gibes of
of East Somerville, arrived Wedtheir friends, and positively to aasert that Gladys,
they had a tine old time. They procured nesday.
James Rice, of Bangor, and Miss Rice,
some food at Seal
Cove, and did their
cooking ashore. The boys made a tent | of Woodstock, N. B., were in Town Monof the foresail for the girls, and
; day on their way to Riceviile.

their

picnic sup-

j

pn-jea.

great

B. Crabtree's

season

**-r

It was somew hat bruised by the wheels,
but not seriously injured.

on

The event of the

.\>tr»

telephoned from West Trenton Wednesday evening that they were wind-bound,
Franklin,

Miss Charlotte Macomber, of
is visiting her aunt, Mrs. C. H. Wooster.

Saturday night

Miss Eliza
Boston,

who have been

daughters, Mrs. Caroline Harrington, of Revere, Mass., Mrs. Brooksie
Bond, of Cambridge, Mass., and Mrs.
Alfred Joyce, o? this place, and one son,
George Herrick, also of this place. Mrs.
Herrick will be greatly missed.

ndditittnal

Great Pond.

B. Grindle.

three

Mrs. Est her

try*

Schooner “Gold Hunter*’ from Portland,
Otis Candage, master, arrived last Monday
w ith freight for the grange store and L.

Mrs. S. J. Herrick, wife of (J. A. Herrick, died July 23. Mrs. Herrick's health
baa been failing for a year, but the end
was unexpected.
She leaves a bueband,

Hancock.

COUNTY NEWS.

hoard tug

Annie 8.

expected.

is

brother, Henry J. Bragdon,
at Bar Harbor.
While here Capt. E. E.
visited tbeir

Kohtnaon, of Ohio, i»
New man’s.

Mr*.

Mr*. Annabel

ing at the borne of Mr*. Florence Spurling. Mra. George 8. Bunker, of Boston,

Address.

Date.

expected.

, is to have twelve boarders at her home.
Mrs. Elizabeth Row. of Boston, is board-

C.
_

I

Die.

visitors are here now and
Mrs. Julia Spurling

summer

more are

Same.

Efut Hltielilll.
bis wife and two

Some

paper.

Handy’s.

M. A.

l
j

cousin, Mias Vida May Stanley.
Henry lledrlckaon, while working on
tbe quarry, had hi* head hftdly hurt. He
A beautiful memorial window, the gift
To THE ELLSWOUT1I AMERICAS. Ellsworth, Maine:
of Mrs. A. C. Wheelwright, of Boston, to j I# unable to work.
21.
I).
the Union meeting house in memory of
| July
For the enclosed remittance <\f.cents send me.
Harwood, pastor Aeawalt.
I Rev. Uhariea Etliott
Mr*. Char lea N«*wman ha* gone to Deer
copies yf President McKinley's Portrait in colors, as described in to-day's here from 18M to 1897. ha* arrived.

The Village improvement society met
last week with Mrs. R. E.
Robinson.
Arrangements were made for the annual
fair early next month.

Judge, who has been in San
Francisco. Cal., for the past twenty-four

■-

Late Pho-

a

paralytic shock,

a

Hperry

Horace
steamer

will be published by us shortly. It is now l«eing printed for ns on heavy
S. C. Sanford caught 300 bushels of herplate-paper, in a form suitable for framing, by one of the largest art litho- ; ring iu his weir last Saturday night, they
ftoiith Hluelilfl.
graph houses in America, in the famous French style of color-plate work. being the Aral he had taken tbla season.
Ml** MaM Foa*. of Bouton, ha* been
Every American family will want one of these handsome pictures of the PresMr*. Sadie Himor and child have reMr«. Oita ('enclave.
ident. It must tie remembered that this picture will lie in no sense a cheap turned home after visiting her relatives vtaltlnff
for a week
ith relatives.
Mr*. .Alice Pea*e, of Boston, i« apendin?
chromo, but will be an example of the very highest style of illuminated print- and friends at Steuben for the past mouth.
a few week* at J. KatonV
Nathan Cole with his wife and son,
The flue yacht owned by K. H. White,
ing. It will lie an ornament to any library or drawing-room. Our readers can
for Harrington to be
Mias II. Belle Wheeler an 1 Frank Smalcents
us
ten
it
costs
at
what
j Master Seth, left
per
of
was
the
here
last
week.
have
(namely,
Boston,
during
McKinley portrait
l away during the season for packing blueley. of Rcmtcn, arrived at the Terrtn cot*
copy by merely tilling out the coujion below, and sending it to this oillce Mr*. R. H. White was visiting her aunt,
! berries.
ta?e tbia week.
nt once. There will be such a demand for the portrait when it is published j Mrs. William E. Hadiock.
Fred Handy, with his family, of PortMr*. Lincoln Sibley, of Somerville,
Miss Cora Jordan, of Seal Harbor, who
that we advise sending orders in advance. As many copies as may be desired
land, started for home Saturday. They
Maaa., la spend Ink the aufnmcr at Allen
can be had on one coupon, providing ten cents Is sent for each copy. has been vlaltlng relatives here, has rehave been the guests of his grandmother,
lienderaon’a.
turned to her home, accompanied by her
Write name and address plainly, and remit in coin or postage stamps.
Mrs M. A. Handy.

Charles

town

Sargent Is In very poor health.
Mias L. 8. Ksatlngs Is the guest ot
Mrs.
J. C. Hammond.

w

Rev.

was

Ten Colors from

in

who three

gaining rapidly.
Mrs. Elizabeth Row,

tograph, for which the President specially

^B

few weeks.

Demon

visit-

are

Miss Maria Bunker, of Franklin, if here
visiting friends. She is well known here
and always welcomed.
Mass.,
Mrs. .1. B. Cole, with her youngest
li. A.
daughter. Miss Helen, has been in Steuben

Grtndle last week.

been

a

Reproduced

■

Harvard Havey, of West Sullivan,
with her mother, Mrs. WT. H. Moore, for

is

Saturday.

Melrose,

of

place,

^B
^B

Mrs.

Caro

Mrs. D. J. Lynch and son Charles, of
Denver, Col., are visiting her sister, Mrs.
B. O. Dollard.

formerly

ago suffered

the past week with relatives.
Mrs. Elsie Leighton, of Milbridge, is a
guest of Miss Allen, at Capt. R. H. Allen’s.

__

Skiiilh r.nnlH»hnro.

close here.

Alfred G. Bulger,

been here

is very ill.

evening, at the
Penobscot house. About 12ft were
present
and Joined In tbe gaieties ot tbe
ev.Qin,
Tbe lawn was very prettily decorated
with
lanterns. Ice-cream was served,
»•
Sub*.

The haying season is fast drawing to a
It was a poor crop.
Rev. Charles Whittier, State missionary,
preached In the Union church Sunday.

roR

bor.

KAYS.

n

Daughters Thursday

png+±

f600.

stocked

Mra. Grace Hadiock and child
ing at Mm. N. A. Stanley’*.

W. P. Hewins spent Sunday in Bar Har-

COUNTY

rtfhrr

see

Miss Flora Pblppln 1* keeping house for
J. C. Crosby.
Schooner “Rosalia”, on her last trip

1 PRESIDENT

Hnrlxtr.

additional Ormnt* .V«r»

Cranberry Isles.

5'

28._Bob.

Prcwiwft

COUNTY NEWS.
%>

slipSrSpsss?

^S_

CM I CM CSTC N‘S ENGLISH

Pennyroyal pills

sub.

_

Bartlett’s Islaoa.

Elsie Bobbins has returned trom Southwest Harbor.
The bay on the island Is about all in.
A light crop is reported. Other
crope are
looking well, but rain is needed, as wells
»re getting low.
July 30.
B.

It recta with you whether you eontlnne the
■•c^s-klllln* tobaceo habit; MO-To-HAC^VBi

li.e desire for tabaeeu
uKlic.rfM
the
a
•tores lost manhood.
1 •■Ik
roahes you atromr JwTIll.UlP
in health,
rrtauTe*
out Urr*-

line, purifies

*odpo«a»tboot

eiOttik-t.V.

1 flBP5t

M
w

owa

400.000

!'ure<lBur
BAC fr. m
drmrgiat, *&»

MR“T?***1 f,^a*

Take It

intently

«f

1th

nB"

K^SaasgSssSSSt

Always reliabler'Lwdlew. ask rru«u*
ntlfHiaTEBII UULIMH in Mmd jaf

metallic boxen, sealed with blue nbbooolhpr. ReftotP dsnffroa# «nb,,!‘
mtnmmm sad ladlaUo—. Buy of your Dmgfvs,
ln stamps for Particular*.
woalala and
Belief for Udle#/*
by reiurs 51*11. lo.ooo TNtftmouiala Sold by ad
CHICHESTER CHEMICAL CO■XI— Nsars,
flllU., »***
—

**

TpmJ*"£*??;

fc

Maine's ("all.

\

!
f

other ■mall mammals, and much carrion

Old Horn* Week.]
Ye roving sons and daughters of the good, old
State of Maine.
From North and South and Kast and West, from
bill and grassy plain.
Where'er your steps hare wandered, where'er
your feet now roam.
your Mother Maloe Is calling you: "My chll
dren, all come home"*

[Pedicofed

to

In

*
golden bowl I brew
*
-’
Leaf of row and rioSet dew,
|
>
And the ewencrM of things
Natal to Pierian springs—
(Bird song, brook sung, breeze a-blow),
Sweets that in dream gardens grow;
Spray that leaped the harbor bar
Amorous of the twilight star;
Bubbles of delight that Boat
From a seraph's liquid note;
Bloom from joy's low bending bough,
Cupid, drop a knts- and now.
Sweetheart, here’s a health to thee;
Drink the draft, aweetluart, with met
—Clarence I’rmy in East and Weft.

ENGLISH SPARROW.

This bird, well kuown to all, la common throughout the State, thanka (?) to
the ill-ad vised enthusiasm of the parties
who thought t bey were doing the country
m favor in importing thla bird as a sure
northern
Madawaska's
Itound
to Klttery**
From
panacea for all the Insect peels of the
ocean strand;
From the first Importitlona
Androscoggin’* leaping fails to St, century.
From
CroU's golden sand;
Into Maine, at Portland, in the early
From Kennebec's fair, emerald banks, the Infifties, the sparrow hosts have increased
vnations come;
Your Mother Maine Is calling you: "My chil- to millions.
dren ; all come home !**
From a careful study of the birds and
•
•••••
their habits and diet during a number
From myriad lnkcs which nestling lie within
of years, the author has been enabled to
their valley-beds.
While on their shores the dark green pines lift form conclusions which are concordant
ihetr
state
It
head
s;
up
During
From Moose head. Klneo-shadowetl, now a glint with those of other observers.
and now a-foam.
the winter the food of the English sparMaine
Mother
Is
Your
calling you
"My chil- row consists almost
of
undigestentirely
dren, mil come home
ed grain gleaned from horse droppings,
•
••••*
eked out by scraps of food thrown out by
The nimble-footed deer rose free In wood and
Held and glen;
and
numerous
grain
kindly hands,
The trout and pickerel dart and swim far from
spilled from the nose bags of horses
the haunts of men,
The sea girt Isles, against whose crags old which
hsppen to be fed in the public
Ocean’s billows foam,
market places. These same things conSay, "Mother Maine Is calling you "My children, all come home"'
tinue to be the mainstay of the tribe for
Come see the house where vou were born; the
rlmnuter where you slept;
The mother's room where mother kissed away
the tears you wept.
The trees *neath which you frolicked; come,
'mid old scenes once more roam
Your Mother Maine Is calling you
"My children. all come home
see the school house where you conned
your lessons o’er and o'er;
The church where you learned how to reach
the shining, heavenly shore;
The sleeping-place where kindred rest, their
troubles all o'ercome;
Your Mother Mslne Is calling you
"My children, all come home’"

Come

sons and daughters of the
Stats of Maine.

loyal

So

dear, old

Isle, mountain, lake and river, all take up the
glad refrain
"From North and South and K.a»t and West,
—

re’er your fed now roam.
The Fine Tree State Is railing you
'My chll
dren, all come home
-flu Jiilirf 1,’iirion Stanley Warren.
I’ortlnud, Jan. i\ lwu.
w*
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of

In
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the tttal*

board

of

who has made the subject a careful study,
contribute* mi interesting article giving
»tie birds credit for the good they do as
Hgaiosl the evil, and striking a balance.
I’wo of the most common bird enemies
are the crow and English sparrow.
Of

Knight

these Mr.

Every
that

say*:
TilK CROW.

bird, the

distributed

sections a
feeding on
found, and

In the Interior

crow.

pair

few

generally

and

all

remain

winter,
such carrion matter a* may tie

also, when the snow is not too deep,catching and destroying many meadow mice.
Along the coast they art common all winter and bed largely on sea-urchins and
other forms of
Ah
be

eoou as

set'll

gaged

in

beetle,

the

life.
is

snow

gone

crown

may

cut-worm and

injurious injust been

otuer

lie ids

the

have

(locks of crows alight and
destroy thousands of larva* of IheJunebeetle ( LachnQatcrna), and other insects
which have bteu exposed to their keen
Am soon as the corn and other
gaze.
grain is planted and has begun to sprout,
they begin to take loll in payment for the
services rendered by destroying injurious
insect-, and unit*** fought understandingly will often do a great deal of harm.

plowed, large

•Scarcecrows and other simiiiar

damage to grain.
They nest In the cornices and gutters
of buildings, in any accessible holes and
crevices, and in the ivy and woodbine

siderable

serve

means

tar before

will not Ik?

disturbed, and it* germination
Is not impaired by this treatment.
Even when in a field engaged in eating
sprouting grain, the crows take
almost an equal quantity of injurious
insects. The young birds are fed almost
entirely on insecla, and the stomachs of
the author
several nestling* examined by
larva*
of the
contained
June-beetle,
the

grasshopper*,

small

and

bcelles

other

mangled remain* of insect*. Tue stomach
of an adult female bird examiued at
about the same date, early lu May, was
Crows which
entirely lilted with oals.
had been feeding
were
shot In J !y
almost entirely on the small bird cherry
In August they conand chokechtrry
sume large uumner* of
grasshoppers as
well a* various small wild fruits, aud also
a

little sweet

corn

in the “milk state.

Perhaps the greatest harm done by the
crows, next to the destruction of grain, is
A number of
iu killing young chickens.
chickens belonging
meutStation

by

the

crows.

were

lo

the

killed

The

man

Maine Kxperi-

in

1899 and 1900

who

had

charge

chickens said that when they were
very young they were lugged off bodily
by the crows, aud that when they got
older their eyes were pecked out, and
they were otherwise mutilated, but after
they were six or seven weeks old they
Other complaints of
were not molested.
of the

aeimiliar nature have been
mers

made

by

far-

Crows will

throughout tne Btate.

destroy the eggs of many of our wild
birds, and young birds of all kinds area
delicacy to them.
Along the coast, sea-urchins are a
also

favorite article of diet, and mussels are
also eagerly devoured. These are carried
into the air and dropped on rocks so as
crack the shells and

render

the

inmates

The crow also destroys many
eggs of the seabirds which breed on the
accessible.

outer islands.

Briefly summed up, the

crow

{

distributed

lit>f>rnllv

hear, especially when trying
in

interested

They

are

pugnacious

are

become

sermon, though of
not to blame for this.

tbe

the birds

course

to

and

disposition,

in

drive many of our native birds to seek
other homes. There is plenty of evidence
prove
sometimes

evidence that

this, and

do not interfere

proves nothing.

birds

they

with othtr

The martin houses

se.zed upon by the sparrows, and on
return of tbe martins in the spring

are

tbe

they either have
ing

bird

in

similar
in

to

tight for possession or
Other birds nest-

Held.

retire from the

houses

dispossessed

are

in a

manner.

June, 1SW, when the tent caterpillars
laying waste to the foliage of the

city trees and crawling every where over
the walls of houses, sparrow s were set n
leaving their nests, which hud numerous
caterpillars crawling over and about them,
to delve for treasure trove in the savory!
deposits of the nearby street.
In

t tie

observed

late

sparrows have been
on tbe seed of knot-

fail

feeding

grass, and there is no doubt t hat they do a
little good by destroying tbe seed of tills

J

j

Whatever good
they do would be doue by many of our
native birds with less than ball the fuss,
bluster and importance assumed by the
Kugliah sparrow.

and

ot

her related

w

does barm

by eating sprouting grain, corn In the
milk, young chickens, eggs of wild aud
domestic birds, and the young of wild
birds. It docs good by destroying thousands of
June-beetles (Lachnoxterna),
grasshoppers, other injurious insects, and
goodly numbers of meadow mice and
David city. Skb., April 1, 1900.
Gene tec Pure Food Co., I.t Roy, 2V. Y.:
in
regard to
must
Gentlemen —I
say
GKAIN-O thi.t there is
nothing belter or
We have used it for years. My
healthier.
brother was a great coffee drinker. He was taken
*tck and the doctor sal«l coffee was the cause of
It. and told uh to u*e GRAIN O. We got a pack
age aud did not like It at lirst, but now would
not he without it.
My brother has been well
ever since we started to use It.
Lillie Sof’UOK.
Youra truly,

Sl’KKDV

eeds.

New Russian

“YARIAti”.

Cruiser

American

Fastest cruiser

a

Triumph lor

Shipbuilders.
in

world is the **Variag”,

tbe

the

of

navies

Russian

the
war-

ship built by the Cramps, of Phiiadt f l.ia.
carefully measured til ret eh of t« n |
nautical miles, equal to more than twelve
land miles, site made a speed of 2-1 ti knots
an hour
nearly thirty miles as railroad j
Over

trains

a

make it ashore— and made

u east

y

j

without straining.
For the United States the Cramps tmve ,
turned
out
many ships, notaoly tut* |

and

n

Hpeid is the assurance that she
over twenty-three knots day in

ohm

do

and

day

oui

in

a

run

across

the

ocean.
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As he stepped out upon the square, of
which the Hotel du Centre formed one
side, the light was just beginning to fade.
The church reared itself darkly against
a glowing sky.
As ho skirted its northern wall a breath of salt wind blew across
his face, and instantly the spirit of his
last visit returned to him. The folly of
this struck him s«> definitely that he
laughed, and with the sound of his own
voice there came an unpleasant sense of
solitude.
He quickened his pace and,
mounting an abrupt and narrow pathway,
emerged upon a groat stretch of level
ground, which, half a mile lieyond,
sheered down and joined the ragged line
Here he paused, letting liis*
of coast.
gaze range from east to west along the
changing distance of the horizon. The
sound of breaking surf reached him like
As he
the noise of wind in pine trees.
moved forward again he seemed utterly
alone.
Quite suddenly, however, he was nwars
of a figure that grew out of the dusk like
a da k r. moving shadow, and almost at
the same time the wind brought him the
sti:- of footstep'. He stopped and listened intently. As I have said, Fenton was*
not a sentimentalist, but his truth of instinct told him instantly that it was
Kitty’s sti p. She also was alone. The
circumstances were so singular that ho
n'-ct pled them without a mental protest.
He had neither anticipated nor desired a
meeting; but. since the fates so clearly
willed it. he would not turn back. Each
was conscious of the presence of the other, so that, when they met. any expression of surprise on cither side would have
helped to make the position false. Fenton was thankful for the darkness, not
for his own sake, but for hers.
He had
n-»t time to strike out any definite plan
before he was adrift upon the inevitable
tide of circumstance.
“I did not expect to find you here, Mrs.
Cor-vcii.” In* said.
Nor I you. Ilnve you been here long?”
“I -upp »se f »r about two hours.
And
you ?’’
“We came last night,” she said. lie
had turned in her direction, and they
were u;i king >-1 wly, side by side, down
lie
the path up which he hod come.
could not see her face clearly, but there
was something in
her voice that made
him jump to the conclusion that she was
not quite happy.
A dangerous desire to
protect her from some indefinite sorrow
Such resprang tip in Fenton’s heart.
sentment as he had felt against her was
resolved in the first conjecture of her uu—

iag’s” performance is, therefore,
more

remarkable from

without

the

closed

forced draft necessitates.

deed, in

use

all the

all

the

having been made
tlrerooms that a

time

There were, Inthe fan blowers

are used for making additional steam
all speedy craft, but the Increase in
steaming capacity was by no means as
great as with closed tirerooms and forced
draft.

that

on

It may be a bit humiliating to the naval
of the United States to feel that
there is a cruiser faster and more powermen

ful than anything they can boast, but
the fact remains that the boat is a product of American skill and genius.
Inventor of the Sidewalk.

Widow Provost originated the first
sidewalk in New York. Her “walking
side/’ as it was called, was laid to call
attention to her counting room, which
Mrs. Prowas rather obscurely located.
yost’s husband died in 1820, when she
with
his
on
and
she
went
importwas 20,
ing business. In order that passersby on
the more frequented streets might be reminded of her business she had large flat
atones laid past her property to the
streets on either side. Visitors to the city
were shown the novelty as one of the
“aights.”— Boston Woman’s Journal.

foil.”
“No,” she said; “I’m glad I met
Pm glad you are here.
Why did

you;
yon

some?”
“I did not know that you were here.”
“Of course not.
How could you?
I
persuaded Frank to bring me to SL Wiuoc

quite

on an

impulse.”

“Indeed? It is strange that we both
lad that impulse.”
“Why strange?” asked Mrs. Corwen,
with that note of sudden recklessness in
her voice which makes a woman dangerous.
“Why strange?” she repeated.
“We were both happy here once. Why
should we not choose to come again?”
“I came,” said Fenton, moved for a
moment beyond himself, “to escape from
galling memories. It seems, rather, that
I have succeeded in reviving them.”
“What do you mean?” she asked, her
voice grown soft again.
“I have no right to tell you now,” he
said. “It is certainly time that you returned. The evenings are chilly on this
coast.”
She turned beside him, and they climbed
A light veil of
steep path again.
mist, which was swayed curiously at intervals by gusts of wind, hung over the
level.
They quickened step and, after
a
silent walk of some ten minutes,
reached the head of the sandy track leading down to the Hotel de l’Univers.
There Fenton paused.
“Let me leave you here,” he said.
“Will you come down and see Frank?”
Mrs. Corwen said this with an indiffeoence
that offended Fenton.
He had

He tried

“Why?"
“It

was

always

a

kill the deer

No
and

iiumi

u

in

un

viv'sn

:

|

!

|
i

|
I

|

j

j
|
j
;

bad

one

long

so

English,
as

witnessed
the

as

the
did

man

shooting,
try to

not

wot’

and now ’e can speak
an’ you kin.”

it

in

ner

wiiih

miu

ui

iuum-u

1

Ly.”
They shook hands in the casual
rhauce acquaintances ami parted.

way of

When
Fenton roaehed the Hotel du Centre, he
tlrut himself in his room and spent a day
He
*»f peculiar and irritating inactivity.
did not suffer from any acute disquiet,
to
inbut his life had temporarily ceased
He saw that he hail been
terest him.
very uear a precipice, but the feeling of
safety did not fill up the gap which his
He told himself again,
disillusion left.
as he had done four days before, that he
was a fool.
Perhaps the sincerity of this
belief helped to hold him to his resolve.
The following morning, as his luggage
was being carried out. he stood at the
corner of the square from which the hill
frowned with the crucifix wus visible. It
was deserted and bare, half shrouded in
The driver, in the
a thin veil of mist.
hard, metallic voice of his kind, cried,
“A voiture!” and Fenton took
his
place without another look behind.—Fx-
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of Bucksport, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
by the terms of said will. Ail persons
demands
the
estate
having
against
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testifying

ject.
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has been the favorite household
vemedy for inflammation in
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NOTICE

OF

I

OKK4 LOSI UK.

THERE AS Daniel Snow, <1 Buck-sport,
k. Si.
county of Hum
Maine,
on the thirty-first day
of October.
d. 1KS2,
by his mortage deed *4 that .ate, and recorded in Hancock rtgial ,\ of deed-. in bo- k
:t5i. page 440, conveyed to the undersigned,
Horace E Snow, a certain lot or narcel of
s I rale in
land with the buihiiug- th ri
said Bucksport, and being I >t numbered one
hundred and twenty-one (12>> in the fifth
>b, ng one
range of lots in said town, c• >n
hundred acres, and being same lot former y
s.
Snow,
now
Henry
deceased,
occupied by
and wh-re»s the condition of -aid u->rtgage
is broken, now, therefore, by reason of a
breach of the condition thereof,
claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage
Hora k E. Snow.
Bucksport, July 12, 1900.
..

Pauper Hot tee.
auaereigiit'd

ncroU. gives (loticv u.a
contracted with the ( tt> oi K.Hubertn,n»
> ax
ne h. ppor’ ot 'he poor, during the enduing
mi hax mad
ample orovlnlon for ihelr *npiH»r'.
fie therefore t'orbl is all por^one iroir furmaniii*
vuppl'e*
any imuper on hleacc-nin' ar »Pn.m
ale wrtter. of*‘ert he win pay for n< go<>iU
h «#»
nrntnhert

1
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ALPINE RANGE.
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NOTICE OF FOKECLOSI KK.
T1THKREAS Rufus W. Gray, of Sedgwick,
Hancock county, and Stmt of .Maine,
y\
by his mortgage deed, dated Dece mber 13, a. d.
to know' all about this valuable remedy.” 1897, and recorded in Hancock registry of
deeds, book 319, page 557, convey A to Mary E.
For sale by all dealers; price 50 cents Warren, a certain lot or parcel f Kind
situated in said Sedgwick, and bounded southerly
a
box. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. by laud of Frederick Grindlt
-sterly by
land of Asa H. Gray; northeasterly by land
Nathaniel Knowles and soiKi.t-stur]y by
j of
Y., sole agents for the U. S.
land of James Grindle and Rebecca killings,
1
about one hundred at.
more or
containing
Remember the name, Doan’s, and take I
less, with all buildings thereon: and being
same premises described iu a dee ! ft om Solono other.
mon Gray to Elizabeth Gray dated November
15, 1819, deed recorded in Hancock registry of
as
said
deeds, book 85, page 512; and wb
abbcrtiscmmls.
ignwent
Mary E Warren, by her deed f
dated May 15, 18y«, and recorded in said registry of deeds, book 324, page 1it. sold, astry to stick I signed
and transferred to
Fr
lones said
things with some- ; mortgage deed and the note thereby secured,
his deed
that doesn’t and whereas said C. Fred Jon«-s
of assignment, dated July 9,
and restick?
MAJOR'S
corded in said registry of deeds
book 351,
CEMENT; you know page 438, sold, assigned and tran.burred to
Herbert S. Gray, of said Scdgwc
1 mortit sticks.
cured; and
gage deed and the note thereby
breaks away from it.
whereas the condition of said n...iigage has
Stick to
MAJOR'S
U< rbert S
been broken, now, therefore, l
CEMENT.
once, ! Gray, claim a foreclosure of the same by reasou of the breach thereof, and
this noforwill
you
tice for that purpose.
Hurrert S. U«AV.
There
is
ever.
July 14, 1900.
By Geo. M. Warren, Atty.

ney Pills

■

bottl«H,26ct8. 1Vftf

1 make

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
"VIT'HEREAS Charles C. Camber, of Dedham, in the county of Hancock, aud
T?
State of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
the eighteenth day of March, a. d. 1809, and
recorded in the Hancock registry of deeds,
vol. 334, page 360, also recorded
Penobscot
registry of deeds, vol. 38*5, page 103, conveyed
to Adriance, Platt & Co., a corporation existing under the laws of New York, and having
its place of business in Poughki epsie, in the
county of Dutchess, in the said state of New
York, a certain lot or parcel of rt al estate situated in Dedham aforesaid, bring hounded
and described as follows, viz.: ••Beginning at
east corner of lot No. 11 and imining fifty
rods to a stake and stone--; then
north one
hundred and sixty rods to a spruce tree;
thence west tifty rods to the northeast corner
ol Nathan Osgood’s farm; thence south to
the place of beginning, containing fifty acres;
being lot No. 12 on temple s plan, and the
first lot described in a deed from Humphrey
Saunders and others to Charles <
Camber,
dated April ‘27, 1898, and recorded in the Hancock registry of deeds, vol. 330, page 301.”
another
“Alsu
lot or parcel of land situate
in Holden, in the county of Ptnnbscot, aud
State of Maine, bounded northerly by land of
Charles J. Camber, easterly by land of Eunice
1I
J. Pinkham, southerly by land ct A. clement,
Burton
or
Eastern
; and westerly by the
e or less;
Stream, containing ten acres
being the same conveyed to Circles C. Camber by Bt-nniug C. Additon, assign t: of John
B. Burrill, by deed dated April >, 189;;, and recorded in the Penobscot regi.M: > of deeds,
vol. 631, page 319,” aud whereas fbt condition
of said mortgage has been broken, and remains broken, now, therefore, by u-asou of
the breach of the condition then’ f. the said
Adriance, Platt & Co. claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
Adriance, Platt & Co.
July 10, 1900.
By F. D. Dearth, its utt'y.
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of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imCharlotte K. Swazey.
mediately.
July 3, a. d. 1900.

Ellsworth.

it in

representative citizens

Scores of

Alfred

Swazey,'late

A Great Record.
Hard

notice that

hereby gives
she has been duly appointed executrix
THE
the last will aud testament of

atUntisniicnts.

ijj&SSr buy

of Eben B. Clark, of Tremont,
in said county, insolvent debtor. Petition for
discharge from all debts provable against his
estate under the insolvency laws of Maine,
presented by said debtor.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said court.
A true copy of original order of court.
Attest:—Chas. P. Dorm, Register.

of

ch&nga.
They always

see cause.
In the case

well

*z

Fenton, picking

glove which she had let fall, “that we
havc b'-th Ii<h n very foolish.” He drew
ttie glove slowly through the fingers of
his left hand as he watched her. and
then, realizing where they stood, he
lie was not, ns I have
moved away.
said, a sentimentalist, but of a sudden be
felt insignificant and ashamed, lie saw
the woman who followed him for what
she was—very weak, very petulant, very
beautiful, so tender as to appeal with
infinite persuasion to his strength, but so
light of will ns to be of less danger to
him than to herself. When he turned to
her again, his voice was lower, but it had
taken a more certain and decisive tone.
He did not wonder that he had ever loved
her. but he knew that such love as remained was never to be spoken.
“We have been very foolish,” he said,
“because we have pot accepted the posiF.ven up
tiop which we ourselves made.
to tliis morning my foolishness was alive;
She moved
now it is over and dead.”
away from him a little, with the simple
men
will on
ns
instinct of a child. Then,
Mich occasions, he fell into the terms of
pl.it Pile: "Life is full of disappointment;
-*m* more or less between tin* beginning
and tie end can make small difference.
If my advice is of any service, take it
Co back to your
for what it is worth.
hotel, and. after breakfast, make my
lie
friend Corwen take you to Dinard.
will, you know, if you only usk him. I
shall perhaps see you in town before
Christmas.”
pauseu

THE

me

public statement made by a citizen is but
pause.
|
“I suppose.” he said, “that you have one of the many that have preceded it and
found settling down in life a little prosaic. the hundreds that will follow. Head it:
For myself I accepted the prose long
Mr. Geo. W. Perkins, farmer, of Grant’s
ago.”
*TIow long ago?”
“I was troubled with kid“To be quite candid,” he said, “it was Corner, says:
not long ago, after all—say two months.*’
ney and urinaryicomplaint for almost live
“And I,” she said, “at the same time
began to find the world narrower than I years, and if out in the cold I suffered
thought it was."
more than usual.
My back ached until I
up a !
think.” said

c»ne

To all persons Interested in the estate hereinafter named.
At a court of insolvency held at Bluehill, in
and for the county of Hancock, on the third
day of July, in the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred.
following matter having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it ia hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a court of insolvency to be held at
Ellsworth, in said county, on th<‘ seventh day
of August, a. d. 1900, at eleven of the clock in
the forenoon, and be heard thereon if they

•••

ij.

“And you are not happy now?” he
The question slipped from him
asked.
before he saw' to where it might lend; but,
having asked it, he waited for a reply
with an equanimity that surprised himself.
“I am not happy,” she said, after a

!

man.

desire to

“Yer know tbat young German feller
as come ter stay to our ’ouae six months
ago? Well, we’en fust ’e come, 1 give yer
my word’e didn’t know nothink but ’is
own lerigwidge; but we bin learnin’ ’lm

piest.”

“I

Emma E. Kimball, late of Mount Desert, in
said county, deceased.
Petition tiled by
Daniel E. Kimball, administrator of the estate of said deceased, for the appointment of
three disinterested persons to appraise certain property of suit! deceased subject to the
payment of the tax imposed by «
t»t* I46nf
the public laws of
and act * amendatory
thereof and additional thereto.
Lucy A. Plumer, late of Trenton*, in said
county, deceased. Pet it iou tiled by (.’lura Augusta Gibbs, administratrix with the will annexed of the estate of said deceased, for the
appointment of three disinterested persons
to appraise certain
property of said deceased
subject to the payment of the tax imposed by
Chapter 146 of the public laws of 1R93 and acts
amendatory thereof and additional thereto.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said Court.
A true copy of original order of court.
Attest:—Chas. P. Doku, Register.

strong for bis belter
Bred. The deer fell

too
be

following

cause.

carcass home tbe prospects were
good t bat no one would ever know who
committed tbe deed. He started for
home. Ab be neared tbe bouse the conviction tbat be bad done wrong kept
growing on bim. Once indoors be sat
down and began to reason with himself—
bow foolish it was for him to worry
about tbe killing of tbe deer.
His conscience would not down, however, and at
last be arose, went to tbe barn, harnessed
his horse and drove to town.
In town be went to tbe trial justice
and complained of himself for
killing
tbe deer. Tbe justice made out a warrant
and arraigned him. Tbe man pleaded
guilty and paid a flue of f lO and costs.

searching light he found no flaw' in her
beauty. Mrs. Corwen was alluring, as
Kitty Densmore had been.
"I thought.” he said, “you might have
forgotten what had happened at that
time.”
“I forget nothing.” she answered, “and
least of all the time when I was hap-

|

tbe

over

THE

take tbe

“So you remember that ?"
“Why should I forget ?”
lie

was

and

came

It, but tbe

To all persons Interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Bluehill, in and
for the county of Hancock, oo the third
day of July, a. d. 1900.
matters having been presented for tne action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this oruei to u« published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that P*?;* '•.*»• y appear at a probate court to be hefd at ISileworth, iu said county, on the sevent h day cl
la the
August, a. d. 1900, at ten of the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

dead.

spot of

favorite

to shoot

to resist

judgment,

yours.”

..

flare?”
words, she is faster than the latest
“Frank preferred it,” she said.
of the fast Atlantic liners, and could I
*‘Oh!” said Fenton.
“Then you are
catch them with ease.
going in exactly the wrong direction.
the
we
be
tter turn back?”
It should also he sioticed that
speed Hadn’t
“I'm in no hurry to get back,” she said.
was
the trial
attained oil
practically
“Frank
is
He knows I’ui fond
resting.
under natural and not forced draft, the
If lonely walks.”
conditions under which the fast trans“Perhaps you would rather that I left
atlantic boats make their records.

temptation

said.

wen

ltgal Not few.

Honest Men In Maine.
Chairman Carleton. of tbe flah and
game commission, la telling of an Incident
which occurred over In tbe western part
of tbe State tbat is conclusive proof tbat
tbe policy of protection for fish and
game Is gaining rapidly In Maine.
In one of the towns In the Rangeley
region a resident had occaaslon to go Into
the woods for the purpose of killing a
hawk tbat was bothering hla flock of
ponltry. After tramping about for some
time be came out into a clearing. He
stopped at tbe edge of tbe open space to
rest. As be stood there
a
beautiful
doe duer came out of tbe woods within
A
easy shooting distance, and stood.

find you here/* Mrs. Cor-

to

him. half pouting ami a little* afraid.
“Art* you going away, then?” she ask; ed.
_:
•»»»».
.1.. .1
“Yes,” he said. “I shall go tomorrow
“Ar the II -tel do 1’Uni vers, by the morning by the first diligence. We shall
probably not meet again here. Your road
Plage.”
lies in that direction; mine in this. Good*
“And why in that great, new, hideous

other

Every ship built by the Cramps for the
United States has made her contract speed
VarThe
or better uuder forced draft.

enough.
“I expected

niiintul

“Minneapolis” and ‘'Columbia”, prt- j
sumably at a speed of twenty-three knots j
the fastest ships in our nav>, but in ti e
“Variag” they have eclipsed all former j
efforts, and have produced a ship tint is j
without an equal in her class.
happness.
•in.
actual

!■

Fenton's Disiffusioa

irnu

will

liquid
planting,
so as to have even only trace** adhering, it
renders the grain so unpalatable that it
be treated with

1m

to render the foliage unsightly.
The unceasing and discordant chatter
of the birds outside of the vine-covered
churches is not tho pleasantest sound to

the

to

whir'll

serves

keep
wily birds away
from the sprouting grain, but if the seed

not

but

covering the the walls of churches and
Their large nests of
other
buildings.
bay are unsightly structures, the breeding place of lice and other vermin hs
welt as young sparrows, and the ex-

■!'

Fenton was not exactly n sentimentalist, else in two months he would have
had time to forget.
He was, indeed,
rather a slow man, who took life more as
a matter for calculation than ns a series
of startling and unsolvable problems.
But in one matter his faculty of calculation had played him false—he had fallen
in love, and the woman whom he loved
had married another man.
Two months’ consideration and introspection did not make the matter clearer
to him.
He was an idle man, and this
constant dwelling on the affair began to
tell upon his nerves.
His instinct for
placid enjoyment deserted him, and he
moved among his old associates in a self
abstraction that made them nudge each
other. This annoyed him, and one day,
sitting solitary in his room, he decided to
He ran
go abroad and escape from it.
over in his mind all the places that were
likely to suit his mood, and, with a folly
that he recognized, but did not trouble
to suppress, decided upon St. Winoc,
a quiet, gray little place on the coast
of Brittany.
It was there n couple of
years before he had come to the conclusion that he was in love with Kitty Densmore.
She, by some happy accident, had
found her way from Trouville to St. Winoc, and had persuaded her father to
make a lengthened stay there.
Fenton
delayed his going also, and together they
spent some particularly pleasant and
Btit it
growingly confidential weeks.
never got beyond that, and perhaps Kitty

consist almost eutirely of such
bugs, motbs and beetles as are attracted
to the electric lights of the cities and
rendered
incapable of doing any more
harm.
In the late summer, when the
wheat, oats, and other grains are ripening
In the fields, a few miles out of the cities,
the author has seen flocks of hundreds
of these birds feeding on the ripe grain.
As these birds are found in the vicinity
of many farmhouses along well-travelled
roads, and In every email settlement, It
will be seen that they can easily do con-

were

wandering over the fields, endestroying larva* of (he June-

When

sects.

mariue

I

they add

fare,

a

+-*■ *

these

to

farmer in the State should know

common

the entire year.
In the spring
a few Insects to their bill of

ppnmphi

agi (culture is devoted largely to bird
Ora VV. Knight,
ex rtnea of tbe farmer.

known Corwen, and, at l**nst. the man was
honest. He could not understand the obTlous apathy with which his wife regarded him. Feuton wished to keep his memory of her from the slight of what seemed
▼cry like ingratitude.
*‘I shall be glad to see Corwen again,”
he said. “1 will call tomorrow.”
“I may qpe you again before you meet.
I am always out quite early along the
cliffs. My husband, as you may remember. sleeps well into the morning.
He
docs not care for walking. Good night!"
Fenton held the ungloved baud she
offered him for a moment. Standing thus
close together and face to face, their
eyes met openly for the first time. There
was a challenge In hers that Fenton was
sure she did not understand, but it moved
him strangely nevertheless, and she was
very beautiful.
“Good night,' he said.
“I shall see
yon tomorrow."
The sun had risen an hour, and the hill
up which he si>t his face seemed like a
black and solid shadow against the clear
wash of gold in the east. At its summit
was n great granite crucifix, facing northward, a sign to ships at sea and to men
and women on land who toiled there
through the changing seasons. As Fenton reached the spot a fresh wind blew
across his face, charged with brine and
autumn.
He turned seaward and at the
same moment saw the slim figure of Mrs.
Corwen as she skirted the cliffs a quarter
of a mile away. Her head was bent forward to meet the wind, so that he was
unobserved.
He repressed his first impulse, and instead of going to her he sat
down to think. Agnln the process was
entirely fruitless, and she was beside him
before he realized the situation.
They greeted each other with a formality that struck Fenton as incongruous.
He did not quite relish his position,
yet the circumstances were agreeable

NECTAR.

matter.

with all late

improve-

and warranted.

MANUFACTURED BY

NOYES & NUTTER MFG. CO., Bangor.
F. B.

AIKEN, Agent, Ellsworth.
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Saturday—The Nominees.
The democrats of Hancock county met
in convention at Hancock ball Saturday.
The promised oratory to be supplied by
D. J. McGulllicuddy, of Lewiston, and
F. W. Flaisled, of Augusta, did not
materialise. Mr. McGtmcuddy had more

||
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DEMOCRATS.

<|

eastern

If you want

got together.
at

marked-down

I

for

a

at

prices

2

song.

J

cost.

to close.

jj

into

Step

I

GALLERT’S

M.
for

bargains

for the next month.

<i

DRESS GOODS
at almost

your

own

price—big

stock—must Ik* reduced.

Black crepons, worth *1, for
*1.50, for.

*2, for.

12 l-2e
Sc

p

■

|

<

^)

Apron ginghams, ■■■(.
Dress gingham, 12 l-2c and 15c kinds, to.
Percales, 10c kind, to.
We sell sheetings cheaper than anyone else.

5c

J.

7c

[
|

(I

if you p

jj

at.

50c

.j

p
p

*1

“.

75c

*1.25

“.

I»0C

(•

*1.50

“.

*1.10

<[
]|

*2

“.

*1.40

11

],

For

{

M.

napkins

and crashes at
will astonish you.

bargains generally

call

J

<[

prices which

.)

^ j

on

p

j

GALLERT.
Tk ELECTRIC

EUREKA

SPRAYER,

for

spraying plants,
stroying potato bugs,

FLY KILLER,

or

For Cattle and Horses.

lice

on

cattle

de(lies

and

horses.

PEARL, AGATE and GRANITE WARE.
CROCKERY and TIN WARE.
FISHING TACKLE.

Main Street,

P.

COUNTY NEWS.
Ibr mdditional

County Xetrs

other poge%

Charles Reynolds, of Waltham, Mass is
visiting his parents.
There will be a dance in town hail, Wednesday evening, August 1. Monaghan’s
orchestra, of Ellsworth, will furnish the
music.
At s meeting of the citizens of this town
to consider the subject of a picnic during
Old Home Week, the following comEben King
mittee was nominated:
To Cure Con#tIp*tIon Forever.
Take Case*rets Candy Cathartic. 10c or*5e
If G C C fail to cure, druggists refund money

i

use.

ELDRIDGE,

------,-

Ellsworth,

Ale.

wife, Jotham Reynolds and wife,
W. F. Hutchings and wife, Henry
Coggins
and wife, Hollis Austin and mother, Frank
Phillips and wife, Henry Bartlett and
wife, Nahum Young and wife, PerklnB
Hodgkins and wife, Seth Hodgkins and
wife, Luther Gilpatrick and wife, Nathan
King and wife and Bloomfield Smith.
This committee will make all
arrangements as to time, place and
programme,
and notice of the same will be given later.
It is probable that it will held at Blunt’s
pond, as that place is associated with so
many pleasant gathering, of the past. It
is hoped that all citizens and former residents of the town, with their friends, will
be interested in this gathering and join in
j this celebration of Old
Home Week.
\ Joly 30.
»nd

Handkerchiefs.2c—only

two to a customer
2-">c

Suspenders for.

10c

:lc

It»c

Shirt Waists.

10c

All “odds and ends” of Men’s Outside Shirts, such
for 50c, 75c, $1, and #1.50, your pick

!

now

as

sold

we

for.

aoc

Silk Front Shirts, sizes 14 to Id.

,77c

Boys’

Wash Suits.

:Hic

Boys’

Knee Pants.

Hk*

Wash Coats.

luc

Men’s Percale and Linen Vests.

21c

Just

a

Boys’

I \

25c

French Balbriggan 50c Shirts and Drawers,.

Men’s and

j

two for 5c

or

Wash Silk string Ties.

Hoys’

Party

jeic o/ Ouse hj!:

Men’s Woolen

Vesta, your pick

for.

:;i»c

Men’s Woolen Coats, sacks. Frocks, your choice.

*l.lo

ANI> MANY MOKE GOOI> THINGS.

Come to 5ee.

!

j

Everything as Advertised.
Your Money Back if You Want it.

|

Harbor.
For county commissioner, Levi Lurvey,
Tremont.
The following county committee was
W.

T

Tre worgv.

Bucksport,

chairman; I. M Grant, Ellsworth; Levi
Lurvey, Tremont ;S H. Hemick. Hancock;
William Weacott, Eden; Abner Pettee,
Sullivan; William iiaud, Southwest Harbor; John C. Staples, Surry.
Grant Rogers, the prohibition candidate for governor, was introduced, and
a

IS THE
of

HEART

lewis friend & co.,

county.

IS THE

^______________

(
I

HANCOCK

•*

II

Kl.l.SWOKTH’S lilt. STOKE."

New Bank Block,

of

Main and State Streets.

HEART

HANCOCK

county.

short address.

How To Find Ont.

Fill

a bottle or common glass with your
and let it stand twenty-four hours, a
sediment or settling indicates an
unhealthy condition of the kidneys; if it stains
your linen it is
evidence of kidney trouble; too
frequent desire to
pass It or pain In
the back is also
convincing proof that the kidneys and bladder are out of order.

water

What to Do.

There is comfort in the
knowledge so
often expressed, that Dr. Kilmer's
Swamp.
Root, the great kidney remedy fulfills every
wish in curing rheumatism, pain in the
back, kidneys, liver, bladder and every part
of the urinary passage. It corrects
Inability
to hold water and
scalding pain in passing
It. or bad effects following use of liquor,
wine or beer, and overcomes that
unpleasant
necessity of being compelled to go often
during the day, and to get up many times
during the night. The mild and the extraordinary effect of Swamp-Root is soon
realised. It stands the highest for Its wonderful cures of the most
distressing cases.
If you need a medicine you should have the
best. Sold by druggists in 50c. andjl. sixes.
You may have a sample bottle of this
wonderful
discovery
and a bock that tellsa
more about it, both
sent|
absolutely free by mall,
address Dr. Kilmer II
Rom. ofp.»~Co., Binghamton. N. Y. When writing mention reading this generous offer in this paper.

Stoves and Furnaces.

BLUE-FLAME Oil. STOVES—the only odorless oU stove in
Ilot Water and Steam Heating.
Plumbing a Specialty.

J.

l>in|>eraiu*e

Counter.

Bargain

Wash String Ties.:lc

Nominates <an<li<latc*.

J

loc

p
p

County

Thousands Have Kidney Trouble
and Don’t Know it.

<

Table damask towels,

Hancock

at the

at the many

Hose, seamless, black or tan.10c—three pairs for
I’our-ply, all linen, 15c Collars.
25c

TICKKr.

In the evening there was another meeting, at which Mr. Rogers spoke at length.

P

bedspreads

PKOHimilDN

“Snap Shots”

Men's

pledge

j|

5c

75c

with shame to their disgraceful
in tbe Ware murder case, and
ourselves to support
men
for
county offices who will use their best
efforts to bring tbe perpetrators of that
crime to justice”.

record

made

and GINGHAMS.
4c

get

White

“we condemn tbe county officials
for their neglect to suppress crime, and

point

few

Bargains

that

chosen:

We have reduced our 5e prints to.
And our tic and 7c prints to..

can

a

]

|

buy bedspreads, especially
prices:

Just

J.

b

to

8.

<[

12 l-2c

them at these

H.

The prohibitionists of Hancock county
met in convention «l OUil Fellows’ hall
Monday afternoon. The attenounce an
,\ a nail. E. W. Wooster, of Hancock, wan
(1 made chairman, and W. T. Tteworgy, of
secretary.
11 Bucksport,
1. M. Grant, Ellsworth; L**Vl I.urvay.
(• Southwest Harbor, James Hamiltoii, of
Ellsworth, were chosen a counnitiee to
report on uotninationa for county officer*.
Speeches were made by Mr. Wooster,
b Capt. S. L iyird, and S. L. Hanacom.
The following nomination* were made
^ by acclamation
For county attorney, A. F. Burnham,
|
Ellsworth.
*
For sheriff. 8. L l>ord, Ellsworth.
J
For
judge of probate, Ernest W.
| Wooster. Hancock.
For senators, E. S J. Morse, Bar Harbor, and W. T. Ire wo* gy, Bucksport.
For regia ter of prolate, James llami
b ton, Ellsworth.
For treasurer, Seth H. Hopkins, Bar

Men's good quality hose at.
Sc, 10c, 12 l-2c, 2o<\ 25c
12 l-2c to 37 l-2c
AlLredueed from.

No better time

Miller,

perialism, free silver and anil-trust
planks; it repeated the old democratic
tariff-revision cry; and finally it declared

[
b

<1

now.

HAVE YOU SEEN IT YET ?

Knowles,

Tbe following county committee was
chosen: P. P. Weed, Stonington; J. W.
Green, Deer Isle; T. H. Smith, Bucksport;
W. E. Peacb, Eden; B. C. Barker, Sullivan: Otis
Littlefield, Bluebtll; W. 8.
Dunham, Drland; F. E. Mace, Great
Poud; J. E. Bowden, Hancock; W. J.
Creamer, Penobscot; 11. Frcroout Msddccks, Ellsworth.
H. P. Msddocks, of Ellsworth, E. G.
Parker, of Bucksport, and W. 8. Dunham, of Orland, the committee on resolutions, reported an elaborate platform, it
reaffirmed faith In democratic principles,
and pledged support to tbe national.
State and county nominees; it demanded
tbe abolishment of imprisonment for
contempt of court as unconstitutional;
It condemned President McKinley for
waging “a war of conquest to enslave a
people to whom political and religious
liberty Is just as dear as to ourselves”: it
contained
tbe
anti-imstereotyped

*

hugest

12 1-2C...
the 25c knit, now.
polka dot

PRINTS

I

<

<•

Ladies’ cotton underwear, night dresses, skirts, corset waists.
All our.tine muslins and dimities reduced in price.

We do not hesitate to say we carry one of the
lines of ladies’ and children’s hosiery in the city.

j[

99c
*1.29
49c

B.

County comm las loner--Charles
Webb, Stoningtoc.

(I

Mo

All wool serges 75c, for.
49c
Vigeurs 75c, for.
89c
Covert cloths *1, for.
39c
Pinhead check 75c and 50c, for.
49c
Fancy novelties *1, for.
37c
100 pairs of summer corsets worth 50c, now.
250 white and colored shirt waists from 39c to *1.99 reduced
from 50c and *3.
Silk waists—the *5 kind. *3.99
*4.99
*6.50 kind.
*7.50 “. *5.99

Ladies’ 20c grade hose,

(J
j,

for about two-thirds their

Wool Dress Skirts

County attorney—Jerome

1

district,

Bar Harbor.
Register of probate—Frank A.
Penobscot.

< i

it.

get

Pique Skirts

Shirt Waists

is the time

price, now

for you to

Linen and

fine tailor-made suit

a

Co!"]

•

Edwin F. Clapbam, Sullivan.
Sheriff—N. II. Higgins, Etiswortb.
Treasurer- E. E. Brady, Ellsworth.

Ever

I.KWIS fttlK?U) *

FAMOUS BARGAIN COUNTER

bad for several years.

Farrow, Brooksville;

|

IS OUR

The following nominations were made,
ail by acclamation:
Senators—Western district. Dr. Franklin

**

OF THE TOWN

THE TALK

profitable business ou hand, and Mr.
Plal»ted was ill.
The lack of oratory helped to facilitate
business, and tbe convention was toon organised and at work. Walter J. Creamer,
of Penobscot, was mad chairman, and L.
B. Wyman, of Ellsworth, and Erastus J.
Carter, of Brooklin, secretaries.
Tbe county committee, which wss made
a
committee on
credentisls, reported
ninety-four delegates present. It wss the
biggest convention the Hancock county
democrats have

“THK BIO HTOHK

|

LKWI8 FRIEXO jt CO.

|

KliliSMOIM il KALLH.
Pension of f8 has been granted to Mrs.
Bosnia Spaulding, of ibis place.
Miss Asbie Cottle went to Bar Harbor

Sunday

for tbe

summer.

Bills and wife went to Monroe,
Tuesday to spend tbe week with relatives.
Miss Sadie Mooney, who has been visiting Mrs C. W, Smith f«»r several weeks,
bas returned to her home in Bangor.
Thomas Grindell and friend Miss Alice
A. W.

The Gilbert* Recital.
What protnia** t» bean extremely Interest h.g * ffnfr lstbi-nti g r* c it*! ! Mm mi ing
hall to*rr.orr**-.v « vim.it g by llalle’t Gilbert e, tenor noil comiwnrr, Mr**. Gilbert*,
humuMUH
reader, and Mia* Gertrud©

Rooacvt It, aclreaa, in her “uiuaical monologue”.
They will l*e atwided by fvli«worlh'a
F.
accompli*) bed p»*ti«t, M '**■»
Mary
Hopkinw, and Mimm Harriet l(ollin». who
a
will
for
one
been
here
for
several
violtu
who
have
of
Mr.
obligato
play
Bastow,
Following la the
weeks, tbe guests of Mr. Griudell’s \ Gilbert©’* aotig*
» X'HiU.IMMK.
parents, have returned to Bath.
Song*:
Mrs. Shephard Holt, of Nash Island, is
«
Murmuring Zephyr**.Jensen
visiting her sister. Sirs. E. A. Flood. j 6 <fl|>*v
.Dvorak
S-1ng No
Both Mrs. Holt and Mrs. Hood arc spendc
let* I.hdie Dich.i.rwg
old
home
Walat
their
at
a
few
d ftwe«heart, th? lip* are touched wl«h
ing
days
tham.
bme...Chadwick
Mr C titan©
Judson Hamilton, who has been at Rending*:
home for two months for the first time in
a
Bridget O'Flannlgan on Chrtstlan

twenty-four years, started
to California Sunday night.
ton

on his return
Mr. Hamilthere
next
arrive
to
Saturday.

expects
Mrs. Havey and daughter, of West Sul
livan, and her sister, Mrs. Jordan, of
been
Mrs.
have
visiting
Portland,
tlavey’a daughter, Mrs. Frauk 11 as lam,
for the past week.

Tbe tent meetings being held by tbe
have
been
Adventists
Seveuth Day
largely attended the past week. Many
thesul
taken
are interested and enjoy
jecta
up. Tbe meetings will continue tbe same
aa last week—-every evening except Friday.
Sabbath school Saturday 2 30 p. m. Sunday servicee, 2.30 and 7 30 p. m.
Tbe Congregational Sunday school of
Ellsworth Falls will have an excursion
on Monday, Aug. 20, by steamer‘'Catherine" to Bargeutville. Lynch’s band will
accompany the excursion. Tickets will
be sold to the public beside those supplied
to the Sunday school, and will be on sale
at tbe stores of Whitcomb, llsynes «ft
Co. and E. F. Robinson.

b

Science a» d Cockroaches
*Je» 'For© Christina*.Field
Mrs Clibe;t«

Song*:
a

6
c

Mr heart’* In the Highland*
Ho|*ekirk
Sweetheart, sigh no more. I.yne<*
Flernamente. *'n«eheror.l
Violin obligato —MPs Harriet Bruins
...

CiliMrrte
Beading—The Inventor’* wife.
Mr* (illlterte
Recitative and arU from "The

Appointments for 1*. 8. Naval Academy.
On Friday, August 10, at 10 o’clock, at
the Coburn classical institute building in
Watervilie, candidates tor a nomination
to the United Hi«u* naval academy st

Anuapolia,

win

be examined

by

a

com-

mittee selected by Congressman Burleigh.
Tue applicants will be given an examination in arithmetic, grammar, history
and geography, and Hi the marking of
these papers writing and
spelling will

be considered.
This examination is open to young men
between the ages of fifteen and twenty, residents of the third congressional district.
Congressman Burleigh will recommend
the two men obtaining the highest ave rage, the second to be designated the alternate.
These two will be instructed by
the secretary of the navy to report for examination at Atiuapoiia, September 1.
The examining committee consists of
Profs. Taylor and Marquardt, of Colby
college, atid E T. Wyman, superintendent
of schools Hi Watervilie.
It Is understood that Hancock county
will furnish several candidates for this

appointment.

M r

iVr-lan

Carden*".I.ehiriarn

Two song*
a

6

»

y Maine compiler*

Cray lb*rk amt Crn\er Sea.. Kate Vannah
Day 1* melting, purp.e dj Ing,
Arthur Hyde

Musical

Mr (illberte

monologue.

kiln* Roosevelt

.Sony*;
a
TtMiu*bl» of you.Gilbert?
b
There, Utile utrl, don't cry.Giltwrie
•
lJ*"dof N.«t.Gilbert?
<1

Klre ut Trenton.
Kidder L. Moore, on the
Trenton road, wan burned Monday night.
The barn and part of furniture were saved.
There was au insurance of fflOO uu
house, barn and furniture.
The house of

Good

night.Gilbert?

Bood’, rill,

cure

Liver

dlKeatton. Headache.
operkte 25c—Adrt.

Ills. Blttouaneu. In.
En.y to uke, euy to

MOUTH OK THK K1VKK.

What Shall We Have for Dessert?
Tbt, question arise. tn the family every
day. Let u, answer It to-day. Try Jell-O,
and healthful deaaert. PreIn two minutes.
No boiling! no
king! aimply add boiling water and set
to cool. Flavors:—Lemon. Orange, Kaspberry and Straw berry. Get a package at
your grocers to-day. lOcts.

a

delicious

Kred

d6brrti»rmfm».

Miss Mias Lenore Pratt Is visiting In

SCIENCI^^^^
PROGRESSES^
Great strides are made
every year. Butthe meth'
od of curing Dyspepsia
remains the same.
“L. F." Atwood’s Bitters
Is still the most reliable

remedy.

Simple Indigestion,
Chronic Dyspepsia or
Bilious Attacks yield
at once.
All dealer*
sell “L. F.”

South

Orrtngtou.

Mrs. Charles Jones, of K>ckport, Mass.,
Is visiting relatives here.
Joseph Remlck, of Boston, Is visiting
his mother, Mrs. Warren Remlck.
Irving March returned to Boston last
week. His brother Harry went with him.
Mrs. Ninian Tate, of Lawrence, Mass.,
with her two children, is visiting Mrs.
James Tate.
Mrs. Jennie Reynolds, with her son
Rob, of Minneapolis, Minn., was the
guest of Miss Helen Thomas last week.
Missea
Alice, Ethel and Frances
Morang, of Bomerville, Mass., will < c
cupy Mrs. Charlotte Hodgkins’ home
fc-ur weeks.
Lydia Sargent, of Ellsworth Falls, wi.,.
has been visiting her grandmother, Mr,
James McCollum, several weeks, is 111 with
the measles.
Victor.
July 30.
Hancock Point.
There will be

a bop at the Casino on
Wednesday evening, Aug. 8. Monaghan’s
orchestra, of Ellsworth, will furnish the

music.

CLARION
Cooking Ranges
Are

thoroughly reliable—war-

ranted to

give right results.

They have more valuable
improvements than a n v

<sj

^

line; are made of
the best material obtain-

able; and

Iouier

inw-hich
""

are

most econom-

tb*86

-v

of the perfect

mannerj

It your dealer does'
i “'T "=,?“• together.
*“‘,sti,“K’ b“‘ write to

™nrfac,!,teS.

Incorporated

*UC''ljccause

1^94,

°

the;

JjjOOD&^ISHOP CO^^angor^J^neJ

